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F.G. 56 Scenario-Map - Removing a Driver 
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FIG. 59 Object interaction-Map 
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FIG. 60 Scenario-Map - Init. by Drv. Admin. 
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FIG. 61 Scenario-Map - Adding a Stream 
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FIG. 62 Scenario-Map - Query Operation 
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FIG. 63 Scenario-Map - Registration loading 
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FIG. 65 Scenario-Map - Command Operation 
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MOTION CONTROL SYSTEMIS AND METHODS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This is a continuation of U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 10/316,451 filed on Dec. 10, 2002, which is a 
continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/021,669 
filed on Dec. 10, 2001 now U.S. Pat. No. 6,516,236, which 
is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/191, 
981 filed on Nov. 13, 1998, now abandoned, which is a 
continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/656,421 
filed on May 30, 1996 now U.S. Pat. No. 5,867,385, which 
is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
08/454,736 filed on May 30, 1995 now U.S. Pat. No. 
5,691,897. 
0002 Priority is also claimed from U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/795,777 filed on Feb. 27, 2001 now U.S. 
Pat. No. 6.513,058, which is incorporated by reference in its 
entirety and which is a continuation of U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/205,627 filed on Dec. 3, 1998, now U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,209,037, which claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/067,466 filed on Dec. 4, 1997, 
and which is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 09/191,981 filed on Nov. 13, 1998, now abandoned, 
which is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
08/656,421 filed on May 30, 1996 now U.S. Pat. No. 
5,867.385, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 08/454,736 filed on May 30, 1995 now 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,691,897. 
0003 Priority is also claimed from U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/633,633 filed on Aug. 7, 2000, which is 
incorporated by reference in its entirety and which is a 
continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/656,421 
filed on May 30, 1996 now U.S. Pat. No. 5,867,385, which 
is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
08/454,736 filed on May 30, 1995 now U.S. Pat. No. 
5,691,897. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0004 The present invention relates to motion control 
systems and, more particularly, to Software platforms that 
facilitate the creation of motion control software used by 
motion control systems. 
0005) 
0006 The purpose of a motion control device is to move 
an object in a desired manner. The basic components of a 
motion control device are a controller and a mechanical 
system. The mechanical system translates signals generated 
by the controller into movement of an object. 

1. Background of the Invention 

0007 While the mechanical system commonly comprises 
a drive and an electrical motor, a number of other systems, 
Such as hydraulic or vibrational systems, can be used to 
cause movement of an object based on a control signal. 
Additionally, it is possible for a motion control device to 
comprise a plurality of drives and motors to allow multi-axis 
control of the movement of the object. 
0008. The present invention is of particular importance in 
the context of a mechanical system including at least one 
drive and electrical motor having a rotating shaft connected 
in some way to the object to be moved, and that application 
will be described in detail herein. But the principles of the 
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present invention are generally applicable to any mechanical 
system that generates movement based on a control signal. 
The scope of the present invention should thus be deter 
mined based on the claims appended hereto and not the 
following detailed description. 
0009. In a mechanical system comprising a controller, a 
drive, and an electrical motor, the motor is physically 
connected to the object to be moved such that rotation of the 
motor shaft is translated into movement of the object. The 
drive is an electronic power amplifier adapted to provide 
power to a motor to rotate the motor shaft in a controlled 
manner. Based on control commands, the controller controls 
the drive in a predictable manner such that the object is 
moved in the desired manner. 

0010. These basic components are normally placed into a 
larger system to accomplish a specific task. For example, 
one controller may operate in conjunction with several 
drives and motors in a multi-axis system for moving a tool 
along a predetermined path relative to a workpiece. 
0011 Additionally, the basic components described 
above are often used in conjunction with a host computer or 
programmable logic controller (PLC). The host computer or 
PLC allows the use of a high-level programming language 
to generate control commands that are passed to the con 
troller. Software running on the host computer is thus 
designed to simplify the task of programming the controller. 
0012 Companies that manufacture motion control 
devices are, traditionally, hardware oriented companies that 
manufacture software dedicated to the hardware that they 
manufacture. These software products may be referred to as 
low level programs. Low level programs usually work 
directly with the motion control command language specific 
to a given motion control device. While such low level 
programs offer the programmer Substantially complete con 
trol over the hardware, these programs are highly hardware 
dependent. 
0013 In contrast to low-level programs, high-level soft 
ware programs, referred to sometimes as factory automation 
applications, allow a factory system designer to develop 
application programs that combine large numbers of input/ 
output (I/O) devices, including motion control devices, into 
a complex system used to automate a factory floor environ 
ment. These factory automation applications allow any 
number of I/O devices to be used in a given system, as long 
as these devices are Supported by the high-level program. 
Custom applications, developed by other software develop 
ers, cannot be developed to take advantage of the simple 
motion control functionality offered by the factory automa 
tion program. 
0014) Additionally, these programs do not allow the 
programmer a great degree of control over the each motion 
control device in the system. Each program developed with 
a factory automation application must run within the context 
of that application. 

0015. In this overall context, a number of different indi 
viduals are involved with creating a motion control system 
dedicated to performing a particular task. Usually, these 
individuals have specialized backgrounds that enable them 
to perform a specific task in the overall process of creating 
a motion control system. The need thus exists for systems 
and methods that facilitate collaboration between individu 
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als of disparate, complimentary backgrounds who are coop 
erating on the development of motion control systems. 

0016 2. Related Art 
0017. A number of software programs currently exist for 
programming individual motion control devices or for aid 
ing in the development of systems containing a number of 
motion control devices. 

0018. The following is a list of documents disclosing 
presently commercially available high-level software pro 
grams: (a) Software Products For Industrial Automation, 
iconics 1993; (b) The complete, computer-based automation 
tool (IGSS). Seven Technologies A/S.; (c) OpenBatch Prod 
uct Brief, PID, Inc.; (d) FIX Product Brochure, Intellution 
(1994); (e) Paragon TNT Product Brochure, Intec Controls 
Corp.; (f) WEB 3.0 Product Brochure, Trihedral Engineer 
ing Ltd. (1994); and (g) AIMAX-WIN Product Brochure, TA 
Engineering Co., Inc. The following documents disclose 
simulation software: (a) ExperTune PID Tuning Software, 
Gerry Engineering Software; and (b) XANALOG Model 
NL-SIM Product Brochure, XANALOG. 

0019. The following list identifies documents related to 
low-level programs: (a) Compumotor Digiplan 1993-94 
catalog, pages 10-11; (b) Aerotech Motion Control Product 
Guide, pages 233-34; (c) PMAC Product Catalog, page 43: 
(d) PC/DSP-Series Motion Controller C Programming 
Guide, pages 1-3; (e) Oregon Micro Systems Product Guide, 
page 17; (f) Precision Microcontrol Product Guide. 
0020. The Applicants are also aware of a software model 
referred to as WOSA that has been defined by Microsoft for 
use in the Windows programming environment. The WOSA 
model is discussed in the book Inside Windows 95, on pages 
348-351. WOSA is also discussed in the paper entitled 
WOSA Backgrounder: Delivering Enterprise Services to the 
Windows-based Desktop. The WOSA model isolates appli 
cation programmers from the complexities of programming 
to different service providers by providing an API layer that 
is independent of an underlying hardware or service and an 
SPI layer that is hardware independent but service depen 
dent. The WOSA model has no relation to motion control 
devices. 

0021. The Applicants are also aware of the common 
programming practice in which drivers are provided for 
hardware such as printers or the like; an application program 
Such as a word processor allows a user to select a driver 
associated with a given printer to allow the application 
program to print on that given printer. 

0022 While this approach does isolates the application 
programmer from the complexities of programming to each 
hardware configuration in existence, this approach does not 
provide the application programmer with the ability to 
control the hardware in base incremental steps. In the printer 
example, an application programmer will not be able to 
control each stepper motor in the printer using the provided 
printer driver; instead, the printer driver will control a 
number of stepper motors in the printer in a predetermined 
sequence as necessary to implement a group of high level 
commands. 

0023 The software driver model currently used for print 
ers and the like is thus not applicable to the development of 
a sequence of control commands for motion control devices. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0024. The present invention may be embodied as a sys 
tem for moving an object comprising a motion control 
device, an application program, a computer processor, and a 
data exchange system. The application program identifies a 
predetermined set of data items associated with the motion 
control device. The computer processor is in communication 
with the motion control device and the application program 
to operate the motion control device by sending control 
commands to the motion control device. The data exchange 
system updates the application program when any of the 
data items in the predetermined set of data items changes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0025 FIG. 1 is a system interaction map of a motion 
control system constructed in accordance with, and embody 
ing, the principles of the present invention; 
0026 FIG. 2 is a module interaction map of a motion 
control component of the system shown in FIG. 1; 
0027 FIG. 3 is an object interaction map of the compo 
nent shown in FIG. 2; 
0028 FIGS. 4 through 8 are scenario maps of the 
component shown in FIG. 2; 
0029 FIG. 9 is an interface map of the component shown 
in FIG. 2; 
0030 FIG. 10 is a data map showing one exemplary 
method of accessing the data necessary to emulate extended 
driver functions using core driver functions; 
0031 FIG. 11 is a module interaction map of the driver 
portion of the system shown in FIG. 1; 
0032 FIG. 12 is an object interaction map of the driver 
portion shown in FIG. 11; 
0033 FIGS. 13 through 20 are scenario maps related to 
the driver shown in FIG. 11; 

0034) 
FIG. 11; 

FIG. 21 is an interface map for the driver shown in 

0035 FIG. 22 is a module interaction map of the streams 
used by the system shown in FIG. 1; 
0036 FIG. 23 is an object interaction map of the streams 
shown in FIG. 22. 
0037 FIGS. 24 through 32 are scenario maps of the 
streams shown in FIG. 22. 
0038 FIG. 33 is an interface map of the objects com 
prising the stream shown in FIG. 22; 
0.039 FIG. 34 is a module interaction map of the driver 
stub portion of the system shown in FIG. 1; 
0040 FIG. 35 is an object interaction map of the driver 
stub shown in FIG. 34: 
0041 FIGS. 36 through 38 are scenario maps of the 
driver stub shown in FIG. 34: 

0.042 FIG. 39 is an interface map of the driver stub 
portion shown in FIG. 34: 
0043 FIG. 40 is a module interaction map of the driver 
administrator portion of the system shown in FIG. 1; 
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0044 FIG. 41 is an object interaction map of the driver 
administrator shown in FIG. 40; 
0045 FIGS. 42 through 49 are scenario maps relating to 
the driver administrator shown in FIG. 40; 

0046 FIG. 50 is an interface map of the objects that 
comprise the driver administrator shown in FIG. 40: 
0047 FIG. 51 is a module interaction map of the driver 
administrator CPL applet portion of the system shown in 
FIG. 1; 

0.048 FIG. 52 is an object interaction map of the driver 
administrator CPL applet shown in FIG. 51: 
0049 FIGS. 53 through 57 are scenario maps related to 
the driver administrator CPL applet shown in FIG. 51: 
0050 FIG. 58 depicts a Module Interaction-Map show 
ing all binary modules that interact with the driver and how 
they interact with one another; 
0051 FIG. 59 depicts an Object Interaction-Map which 
corresponds to the module interaction map of FIG. 58 
expanded to display the internal C++ objects making up the 
language driver 44, and how these objects interact with one 
another, 

0.052 FIGS. 60-65 depict a number of Scenario Maps 
that display the interactions taking place between the C++ 
objects involved during certain processes; 

0053 FIG. 66 depicts an interface map that describes the 
interfaces exposed by the language driver component 44, all 
data structures used, and the definitions of each C++ class 
used; and 
0054 FIG. 67 depicts a table illustrating how a typical 
database employed by the language driver 44 may be 
constructed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0.055 The present invention is a system or method for 
controlling motion control systems. Referring now to the 
drawing, depicted therein at 10 in FIG. 1 is an exemplary 
motion control system constructed in accordance with, and 
embodying, the principles of the present invention. The 
principles of the present invention may be used with control 
systems other than the control system 10 described herein; 
the following description of control system 10 is thus for 
illustrative purposes only, and any such system that allows 
the creation of application programs for motion control 
systems can be modified to include the principles of the 
present invention. 

I. Motion Control System 

0056. The motion control system 10 comprises a personal 
computer portion 12 having a hardware bus 14, a plurality 
of motion control hardware controllers 16a, 16b, and 16c, 
and mechanical systems 18a, 18b, and 18c that interact with 
one or more objects (not shown) to be moved. 
0057 The personal computer portion 12 of the system 10 
can be any system capable of being programmed as 
described herein, but, in the preferred embodiment, is a 
system capable of running the Microsoft Windows environ 
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ment. Such a system will normally comprise a serial port in 
addition to the hardware bus 14 shown in FIG. 1. 

0058. The hardware bus 14 provides the physical con 
nections necessary for the computer 12 to communicate with 
the hardware controllers 16. The hardware controllers 16 
control the mechanical system 18 to move in a predictable 
manner. The mechanical system 18 comprises a motor or the 
like the output shaft of which is coupled to the object to be 
moved. The combination of the hardware controllers 16a, 
16b, and 16c and the mechanical systems 18a, 18b, and 18c 
forms motion control devices 20a, 20b, and 20c, respec 
tively. 

0059) The hardware bus 14, hardware controllers 16, and 
mechanical systems 18 are all well-known in the art and are 
discussed herein only to the extent necessary to provide a 
complete understanding of the present invention. 
0060. The personal computer portion 12 contains a soft 
ware system 22 that allows an application user 24 to create 
software applications 26 that control the motion control 
devices 20. 

0061 More particularly, based on data input by the user 
24 and the contents of the application program 26, the 
Software system 22 generates control commands that are 
transmitted by one or more streams such as those indicated 
at 28a, 28b, 28c, and 28d. The streams 28 transmit control 
commands incorporating the hardware specific command 
language necessary to control a given motion control device 
to perform in a desired manner. The streams 28 implement 
the communication protocol that allows the control com 
mands to reach the appropriate motion control device 28 via 
an appropriate channel (i.e., PC bus, serial port). 
0062. As discussed above, the method described in this 
section will normally (but not necessarily) involve the labors 
of at least two and perhaps three separate software program 
mers: a software system designer; a hardware designer 
familiar with the intricacies of the motion control device; 
and a motion control system designer. The application user 
24 discussed above will normally be the motion control 
system designer, and the roles of the Software system 
designer and hardware designer will become apparent from 
the following discussion. 
0063. The software system designer develops the soft 
ware system 22. The Software system designer initially 
defines a set of motion control operations that are used to 
perform motion control. The motion control operations are 
not specifically related to any particular motion control 
device hardware configuration, but are instead abstract 
operations that all motion control device hardware configu 
rations must perform in order to function. 
0064 Motion control operations may either be primitive 
operations or non-primitive operations. Primitive operations 
are operations that are necessary for motion control and 
cannot be simulated using a combination of other motion 
control operations. Examples of primitive operations include 
GET POSITION and MOVE RELATIVE, which are nec 
essary for motion control and cannot be emulated using 
other motion control operations. Non-primitive operations 
are motion control operations that do not meet the definition 
of a primitive operations. Examples of non-primitive opera 
tions include CONTOUR MOVE, which may be emulated 
using a combination of primitive motion control operations. 
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0065 Given the set of motion control operations as 
defined above, the Software system designer next defines a 
service provider interface (SPI) comprising a number of 
driver functions. Driver functions may be either core driver 
functions or extended driver functions. Core driver functions 
are associated with primitive operations, while extended 
driver functions are associated with non-primitive opera 
tions. As with motion control operations, driver functions 
are not related to a specific hardware configuration, basi 
cally, the driver functions define parameters necessary to 
implement motion control operations in a generic sense, but 
do not attach specific values or the like to these parameters. 
The SPI for the exemplary software system 22 is attached 
hereto as Appendix A. 

0.066 The software system designer next defines an 
application programming interface (API) comprising a set of 
component functions. For these component functions, the 
Software system designer writes component code that asso 
ciates at least some of the component functions with at least 
some of the driver functions. The relationship between 
component functions and driver functions need not be one to 
one: for example, certain component functions are provided 
for administrative purposes and do not have a corresponding 
driver function. However, most component functions will 
have an associated driver function. The API for the exem 
plary Software system 22 is attached hereto as Appendix B. 

0067. The overall software model implemented by the 
software program 22 thus contains an API comprising 
component functions and an SPI comprising driver func 
tions, with the API being related to the SPI by component 
code associated with the component functions. 
0068. In order for the system 22 to generate the control 
commands, at least two more components are needed: the 
application program 26 and at least one software driver Such 
as the drivers indicated at 30a, 30b, and 30c in FIG. 1. 

0069. The software drivers 30 are normally developed by 
a hardware designer and are each associated with a single 
motion control device. The hardware designer writes driver 
code that dictates how to generate control commands for 
controlling the motion control device associated therewith to 
perform the motion control operations associated with at 
least some of the driver functions. 

0070. In the exemplary software system 22, the software 
drivers 30a, 30b, and 30c are associated with the motion 
control devices 20a, 20b, and 20c, respectively. As a soft 
ware driver exists for each of the motion control devices 
20a, 20b, and 20c, these devices 20a, 20b, and 20c form a 
group of Supported motion control devices. 

0071. A careful review of the framework of the software 
system 22 as described above will illustrate that, of all the 
components of this system 22, only the software drivers 30 
are hardware dependent. 

0072 The motion control system designer, normally also 
the user 24, develops the application program 26. The 
application program 26 comprises a sequence of component 
functions arranged to define the motion control operations 
necessary to control a motion control device to move an 
object in a desired manner. The application program 26 is 
any application that uses the system 22 by programming the 
motion control component 35. Applications may program 
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the system 22 either through OLE Automation or by using 
any of the custom OLE interfaces making up the API. 
0073. As mentioned above, the component code associ 
ates many of the component functions with the driver 
functions, and the driver functions define the parameters 
necessary to carry out the motion control operations. Thus, 
with appropriately ordered component functions, the appli 
cation program 26 contains the logic necessary to move the 
object in the desired manner. 
0074. Once the application program 26 has been written 
and the software drivers 30 have been provided, the user 24 
selects at least one motion control device from the group of 
supported motion control devices 20a, 20b, and 20c. Using 
a driver administrator module 32, the user 24 then selects the 
software driver associated with the selected motion control 
device. This driver administrator module 32 is used to 
install, uninstall, register, and setup each stream. 
0075. As currently implemented, the driver administrator 
32 allows only one software driver to be selected. In future 
versions of the software system 22, the driver administrator 
will allow the user to select one or more software drivers. 

0076. The software system 22 thus generates control 
commands based on the component functions contained in 
the application program 26, the component code associated 
with the component functions, and the driver code associ 
ated with the selected software driver 28. 

0077. As the control commands are being generated as 
described above, they may be directly transmitted to a 
motion control device to control this device in real time or 
stored in an output file for later use. The software system 22 
employs the streams 28 to handle the transmission of the 
control commands to a desired destination thereof. 

0078. In the exemplary system 22, the destinations of the 
control commands may be one or more of an output file 34 
and/or the controllers 16. Other possible destinations include 
a debug monitor or window or other custom output mecha 
nism defined for a specific situation. The software system 
designer, or in Some cases the hardware system designer, 
will write transmit stream code for each stream 28 that 
determines how the control commands are to be transferred 
to a given one of the control command destinations 16 and 
34. Using the driver administrator 32, the user 24 selects one 
or more of the control command destinations 16 and 34, and, 
later when run, the system 22 transfers the control com 
mands to the selected control command destination 16 
and/or 34 based on the transmit stream code in the stream 28 
associated with the selected control command destination 16 
and/or 34. 

0079. Many control command destinations such as 16 
and 34 are capable of transmitting data back to the system 
22. Data transmitted from a control command destination 
back to the system 22 will be referred to as response data. 
The software system designer thus further writes data 
response stream code for each of the streams 28a, 28b, and 
28c that determines how response data is transmitted from 
the controllers 16 to the system 22. The system 22 thus 
processes the response data sent by the controllers 16 based 
on the data response stream code contained in the streams 
28. 

0080 Referring again to FIG. 1, this Figure shows that 
the system 22 further comprises a motion control component 
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35 and a driver stub module 36. The motion control com 
ponent module 35 is the portion of the software system 22 
that relates the component functions to the driver functions. 
The motion control component module 35 thus contains the 
component code that makes the association between the 
component functions contained in the application program 
26 and the driver functions. 

0081. The driver stub module 36 is not required to 
implement the basic software model implemented by the 
system 22, but provides the system 22 with significantly 
greater flexibility to accommodate diverse motion control 
hardware configurations with minimal effort. 
0082) More particularly, when the driver stub module 36 

is employed, the hardware designer need not develop driver 
code to implement all of the driver functions; to the contrary, 
the hardware designer must write driver code for imple 
menting the core driver functions but need not write driver 
code to implement the extended driver functions. The soft 
ware system designer provides the motion control driver 
stub 36 with stub code that identifies the combinations of 
core driver functions that are employed to emulate the 
functionality of extended driver functions. 
0083. The motion control component 24 will determine 
for the selected software driver 30 which extended func 
tions, if any, the selected driver 30 supports. For extended 
functions that are not Supported, referred to herein as non 
Supported extended driver functions, the motion control 
component 35 refers to the driver stub module 36 to deter 
mine the appropriate combination of core driver functions to 
emulate the functionality of the non-supported extended 
driver functions. The system 22 thus generates the control 
commands necessary to implement the non-Supported 
extended driver functions using the appropriate combination 
of core driver functions. 

0084. The process of determining when extended driver 
functions need to be emulated can be optimized by provid 
ing the motion control component 35 with a function pointer 
table that contains a pointer to each of extended functions. 
When building the function pointer table, the motion control 
component 35 checks the selected driver module 30 to see 
if it supports each extended function. If the selected driver 
module 30 supports the extended function, the motion 
control component module 35 stores a pointer to the func 
tion, implemented by the selected driver module 30, in the 
table location corresponding to the extended function. In the 
event that the selected driver module 30 does not support the 
extended function, the motion control component module 35 
stores a pointer to the extended function implementation 
located in the driver stub module 36. The driver stub module 
36 implementation of the extended function contains calls to 
a plurality of core functions implemented by the selected 
driver module 30. 

0085. Therefore, the driver stub module 36 allows the 
motion control system designer to use, with minimal time 
and effort by the hardware designer, a working software 
driver 28 that contains driver code to implement only the 
core functions. The software driver 28 developed to imple 
ment the core driver functions can then be improved by 
developing driver code to implement extended driver func 
tions as desired. 

0.086 The use of driver code specifically designed to 
implement extended driver functions is, in general, prefer 
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able to relying on the driver stub module 36 to emulate the 
extended driver functions; driver code specifically written to 
implement an extended driver function will almost always 
obtain a more is 5 optimized implementation of the driver 
function than the emulation of that driver function with a 
combination of core driver functions. 

0087 Referring again for a moment to FIG. 1, this Figure 
illustrates that the system 22 additionally comprises a driver 
administrator CPL applet 38 and a DDE server 40. The 
driver administration CPL applet 38 generates the user 
interface through which the user 24 communicates with the 
driver administrator module 32. The DDE server 40 pro 
vides the software interface through which the application 
program 26 communicates with the motion control compo 
nent module 35. 

II. Motion Control Component 
0088. The motion control component 35 will now be 
described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 2-10. The 
motion control component 35 is used by every application 
programming the system 22 to perform motion control 
operations. The major set of the API is implemented by this 
component. When operating, the motion control component 
35 interacts with the driver administrator 32, to get the 
current driver, and the driver 30 and driver stub 36, to carry 
out motion control operations. Applications, using system 
22, only interact with the motion control component 35. 
0089. This section describes the design of the motion 
control component 35 in three main parts. First, all binary 
modules that affect the component 35 are described along 
with their interactions with the component 35. Next, the 
module interaction-map is drawn in more detail to show the 
interactions between all C++ objects used to implement the 
motion control component 35. Next, the object interaction 
map is tested by displaying the specific interactions that take 
place during certain, key process that the component 35 is 
requested to perform. 
0090 The module interaction-map shown in FIG. 2 
displays all binary modules and their interactions with the 
motion control component 35. As can be seen from the 
module interaction-map, applications only communicate 
with the motion control component 35. From this point, the 
component 35 coordinates all interactions between the 
driver administrator 32, driver 30, and driver stub 36 com 
ponents. 

0091 Breaking the module interaction-map and adding 
the interactions taking place between all C++ objects used to 
implement the motion control component 35, produces the 
object interaction-map shown in FIG. 3. 
0092. Each object in the diagram is described as follows. 
The CCmpntDisp object is the dispatch object used to 
dispatch exposed interface methods. During the dispatch 
process, all raw data is converted into the appropriate C++ 
form. For example, collections of data passed between OLE 
components is usually packaged in a raw block of memory. 
The CCmpntDisp object takes care of packing outgoing data 
and unpacking incoming data. Data packing involves con 
verting the data between a raw and native C++ format. 
0093. The CDriverAdmin object is used to communicate 
directly with the driver administrator component. All OLE 
related details are encapsulated within this class. 
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0094) The CDriverMgr object is used to control all unit 
mapping taking place before calling the appropriate Driver 
function. The CUnitMapper object is used to do the actual 
mapping between units. 
0.095 The CUnitMapper object is used to map units 
between the Part Coordinate System (PCS) and the Machine 
Coordinate System (MCS). Both directions of unit mapping 
are done by this object. 
0096) The CDriver object is used to build the SPI table 
containing both core and extended Driver functions. 
Depending on the level of driver support, the extended 
functions in the SPI table may point to functions imple 
mented in either the driver Stub 36 or the driver 30. 

0097. The following discussion of FIGS. 4-8 describes 
all main scenarios, or operations, that occur on the motion 
control component 35. Each scenario-map displays all 
objects involved, and the interactions that take place 
between them in the sequence that they occur. 
0.098 As shown in FIG. 4, before an application can use 
the motion control component 35, it must create an instance 
of the object, using the CoCreateInstance OLE function, and 
then initialize the instance calling the exposed Initialize 
custom interface method implemented by the component 35. 
FIG. 4 displays the sequence of events that take place when 
the Initialize method is called. 

0099. During initialization, the following steps occur. 
First the application must create an instance of the motion 
control component 35 by calling the standard OLE function 
CoCreateInstance. Once loaded, the application must call 
the component 35’s exposed Initialize method. When first 
loaded, the component 35 loads any registration data pre 
viously stored. Next, the component 35 directs the CCmp 
intDisp to initialize the system. The CCmpnt Disp directs the 
CDriver Admin to get the current driver(s) to use. The 
CDriver Admin, first, loads the driver administrator 32 using 
the standard OLE CoCreatenstance function. Next, it ini 
tializes the driver administrator. Then, it queries the driver 
administrator for the driver(s) to use and their SPI support 
information. Finally, the driver administrator returns the 
driver(s) and the support information to the component 35, 
and releases all interfaces used from the driver administrator 
component 32. 

0100. Once receiving the active driver(s) 30 and their 
Support information, the motion control component 35 
passes the driver(s) 30 to the CDriverMgr and directs it to 
initialize the system. During its initialization, the CDriver 
Mgr initializes the CUnitMapper. Also while initializing, the 
CDriverMgr initializes a CDriver for each driver used. After 
initializing each CDriver, the Support information is used to 
build each SPI table inside each CDriver object. When 
building the SPI table, all core and supported extended SPI 
interfaces are queried from the driver. Also, when building 
the SPI table, the CDriver queries all interfaces, not sup 
ported by the driver 30, from the driver stub 36. 
0101 Referring now to FIG. 5, once the motion control 
component 35 is initialized, the application 26 may perform 
operations on it. There are two types of operations that may 
take place on the component 35: Operations that use core 
Driver functions, and operations that use extended Driver 
functions. Even though the difference between the two is 
completely invisible to the application using the component 
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35, the internal interactions are different between the two. 
The following discussion outline these differences. 
0102) The following interactions take place when the 
component 35 performs an operation that uses core Driver 
functions only. First the application must request the opera 
tion and pass all pertinent parameters to the component 35. 
Next, the component 35 directs the CCmpnt Disp to carry out 
the operation. The CCmpntDisp then directs the CDriver 
Mgr to perform the operation and passes all pertinent 
parameters to it. Before carrying out the operation, the 
CDriverMgr uses the CUnitMapper to convert all units to 
the Machine Coordinate System (MCS). Next, the CDriv 
erMgr directs the CDriver object to carry out the operation 
and passes the newly mapped parameters to it. The CDriver 
object uses its internal SPI table to communicate directly 
with the core Driver function implemented by the driver 
component. 

0.103 FIG. 6 shows the sequence of events that occurs 
when the component 35 is directed to carry out an operation 
that happens to use extended SPI not supported by the driver 
30. The following steps occur when the operation is 
requested. 
0.104 First the application must request the operation and 
pass all pertinent parameters to the component 35. Next, the 
component 35 directs the CCmpnt Disp to carry out the 
operation. The CCmpnt Disp then directs the CDriverMgr to 
perform the operation and passes all pertinent parameters to 
it. Before carrying out the operation, the CDriverMgr uses 
the CUnitMapper to convert all units to the Machine Coor 
dinate System (MCS). Next, the CDriverMgr directs the 
CDriver object to carry out the operation and passes the 
newly mapped parameters to it. The CDriver object uses its 
internal SPI table to communicate directly with the core 
Driver function implemented by the driver component. 
0105. As briefly discussed above, when using the system 
22, there are several types of units and two different coor 
dinate systems used. The process of unit mapping involves 
converting measurements between the Part and Machine 
coordinate systems. FIG. 7 illustrates this process, and the 
following steps occur when the operation is requested. 
0106 First the application must request the operation and 
pass all parameters to the component 35. Note, all param 
eters are in the PCS. Next, the component 35 directs the 
CCmpntDisp to carry out the operation. The CCmpnt Disp 
directs the CDriverMgr to carry out the operation and passes 
the PCS parameters to it. The CDriverMgr takes all mea 
surements and uses the CUnitMapper to convert them to the 
MCS. The newly mapped parameters are then passed to the 
Cdriver. The CDriver directs either the driver or the driver 
stub component to carry out the operation. 
0.107 When the application is finished using the motion 
control component 35 it directs the component 35 to free all 
of its resources by calling its exposed Release method. This 
process is depicted in FIG. 8. During the clean-up process, 
the following steps occur. 
0.108 First the application must direct the component 35 
to release all of its resources by calling its Release method. 
When invoked, the component 35 passes the call on to the 
CCmpntDisp object. The CCmpnt Disp object directs the 
CDriverMgr to release any resources it is using. The CDriv 
erMgr directs each CDriver object to release any of its 
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resources, then deletes the CDriver objects. First, the 
CDriver object releases any interfaces it is using from the 
driver component. Then, the CDriver object releases any 
interfaces it is using from the driver stub component. 
0109 FIG. 9 is an interface map related to the motion 
control component 35. FIG. 10 is a data map showing how 
data relating to the whether extended driver functions need 
to be emulated is stored. Attached hereto as Appendix C is 
a document that describes the actual OLE Interfaces 
exposed, the definitions of the data structures used when 
passing data around, and the definitions of each class used 
internally by the motion control component 35. 

III. Software Drivers 

0110. The driver 30 is used by both the driver adminis 
trator 32 and the component 35. Its main purpose is to 
implement functionality that generates motion control com 
mands for the specific hardware supported. For example, the 
AT6400 driver, used to control the Compumotor AT6400 
motion control hardware, generates AT6400 command 
codes. During the initialization phase of the system 22, the 
driver administrator 32 communicates with each driver 30, 
allowing the user to add, remove, or change the configura 
tion of the driver. When an application, using the system 22, 
is run, the component 35 communicates with the driver 30 
directing it to carry out the appropriate motion control 
operations. 

0111. This section describes the complete design of a 
generic driver 30. All drivers are designed from the base 
design described in this manual. This section is divided into 
three parts. First, a module interaction-map that describes all 
binary modules that interact with the driver 30 is discussed. 
Next, the module interaction-map is drawn as an object 
interaction-map, where all the internals of the driver are 
exposed. In this map, all C++ objects, making up the driver, 
and their interactions are shown. Next, several scenario 
maps are drawn. Each scenario-map displays the interac 
tions taking place between the C++ objects involved during 
a certain process. Finally, this section describes the inter 
faces exposed by the driver component, all data structures 
used, and the definitions of each C++ class used. 
0112 Referring now to FIG. 11, the module interaction 
map displays all binary modules and their interactions with 
the driver 30. There are two modules that interact directly 
with the driver: the motion control component 35, and the 
driver administrator 32. The driver administrator 32 queries 
and changes the driver settings and the component 35 directs 
the driver to carry out motion control operations. Such as 
moving to a certain location in the system. Shown at 42 in 
FIG. 11 is the standard Windows registration database, 
referred to herein as the registry. 
0113 Breaking the module interaction-map down into 
more detail by including the interactions taking place 
between all C++ objects used to implement the driver, 
produces the object interaction-map. The object interaction 
map for the driver 30 is shown in FIG. 12. 
0114. Each object in the diagram is described as follows. 
0115 CDriverDisp is the dispatch object used to dispatch 
exposed interface methods. During the dispatch process, all 
raw data is converted into the appropriate C++ form. For 
example, collections of data passed between OLE compo 
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nents is usually packaged in a raw block of memory. The 
CDriverDisp object takes care of packing outgoing data and 
unpacking incoming data. Data packing involves converting 
the data between a raw and native C++ format. 

0.116) The CStreamMgr object is responsible for manag 
ing the set of streams registered with the driver. Streams, 
may be added, removed, and enabled. Only enabled streams 
are sent data. The CLSID and enabled status of each stream 
registered, is stored in the registration database. When 
communicating to streams, the CStreamMgr is used to send 
the command string to all enabled streams. 
0.117) The CCommandMgr object is used to build com 
mands sent to the stream, and extracting responses received 
from the stream. The CCommandMgr is the controlling 
object that manages the CResponse, CCommandList, and 
CStream objects. 
0118. The CCommandList object stores the complete list 
of commands making up the motion control command 
language. Such commands may be stored as text resources 
or in a text file. 

0119) The CCommand object builds command strings 
that are then sent to the CStream. Each command built is a 
complete motion control command string. 
0.120. The CResponseList object builds CResponse 
objects that are initialized with the parsing format for the 
expected response. 
0121 The CResponse object converts raw response 
strings, returned by the CStream, and converts them into 
C++ data types. For example, a response String containing 
position data may be converted into a set of double values. 
0.122 The CStream object is used to communicate 
directly with the underlying stream component. 
0123 FIGS. 14-20 contain scenario maps that describe 
all main scenarios, or operations, that occur on the driver 30. 
Each scenario-map displays all objects involved, and the 
interactions that take place between them in the sequence 
that they occur. 
0.124. There are two types of operations that occur on the 
driver 30. First, the driver administrator 32 may initiate 
operations, such as adding streams or configuring the driver. 
Next, the motion control component 35 may initiate opera 
tions on the driver when an application is actually running. 
The following discussion describes each perspective, start 
ing with the operations directed by the Driver Administrator; 
all operations made on the driver by the driver administrator 
are discussed in the order that they may occur when using 
the driver. 

0.125 Before a driver may be used, it must be registered 
in the OLE system. In order to register a driver the driver 
administrator first verifies that the module being registered 
is actually an driver 30, then it calls the DLLRegisterServer 
exported function to register the driver. Each module of the 
system 22 exports a function called DLLGetModuleType. 
This function is used to verify that the module is an driver 
30 component. FIG. 13 displays the interactions that take 
place when registering a driver. 
0.126. During the registration process shown in FIG. 13, 
the following steps occur. First, the driver administrator 
must load the DLL, containing the stream component, Verify 
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that the module is an driver 30. To do so, the driver 
administrator calls the DLLGetModuleType function, 
exported by the driver. If the function returns a value that 
contains the value XMC DRIVER MT in the high byte, 
then the driver administrator proceeds and registers the 
driver by calling its exported function, DLLRegisterServer. 
When called, the implementation of the DLLRegisterServer 
writes all OLE 2.0 registration information to the Windows 
registration database. 
0127. Referring now to FIG. 14, after the driver is 
registered, the driver administrator can load the component 
35 using the OLE CoCreateInstance function. During the 
initialization process, the driver loads all registration data 
and initializes both the CDriverDisp and CStreamMgr C++ 
objects. 
0128. During initialization, the following steps occur. 
0129. Before loading the driver component, the driver 
administrator must query the driver module for its CLSID. 
Calling the driver's exported function, DLLGetCLSID, 
returns the CLSID. Once it has the CLSID, the driver 
administrator may create an instance of the driver by calling 
the standard OLE function CoCreatenstance. When first 
loaded, the driver loads any registration data previously 
stored. Next, the driver directs the CDriverDisp object to 
initialize the system. When notified, the CDriverDisp object 
initializes itself and then directs the CStreamMgr to initial 
ize itself. During its initialization, the CStreamMgr loads all 
stream settings from the registration database. For example, 
the CLSID and enabled state of all streams previously 
registered with the driver, are loaded. 
0130. After initializing the driver, the driver administra 
tor may perform operations on it. For example, the driver 
administrator may request the driver to add or remove a 
stream. FIG. 15 displays the sequence of events occurring 
when the driver is requested to add a new stream. When 
adding a stream, the following steps occur. 
0131 First the driver administrator directs the stream to 
add a new stream and passes CLSID of the stream, to be 
added, to the driver. The driver then passes the CLSID to the 
CDriverDisp object and directs it to add the stream. The 
CDriverDisp object passes the information on to the 
CStreamMgr and directs it to add the stream. In the final 
step, the CStreamMgr assumes that the module is a valid 
stream component 28 and adds the CLSID to the drivers set 
of information in the registration database. 
0132) Another operation requested of the driver, after 
initialization, is that of querying it for its current settings. 
Before displaying information about the driver, like the 
name of the hardware it supports, the driver administrator 
must query the driver for the information. For example, 
FIG. 16 displays the process of querying the driver for an 
enumeration of the streams registered with it. When query 
ing the driver for information, the following steps occur. 
0.133 First the driver administrator, calls the interface 
method used to query the driver's stream enumeration. Next, 
the driver directs the CDriverDisp to create the stream 
enumeration. The CDriverDisp object then directs the 
CStreamMgr to prepare the stream enumeration. The 
CStreamMgr checks the registration database and makes 
Sure its internal State is in Sync with the data stored in the 
registry. Next, it sets a lock that will cause all stream 
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management operations, such as adding or removing 
streams, to fail. The CStreamMgr prepares the list of streams 
and loads them into memory using the CStream object. The 
CStream object loads the stream component using the OLE 
CoCreatenstance API. 

0.134. After the driver administrator is done using the 
driver, it must release the driver by calling its exposed 
Release method. Calling this method, directs the driver to 
release all resources used. FIG. 17 displays the process of 
releasing the driver component. During the clean-up pro 
cess, the following steps occur. 
0.135 First the driver administrator must direct the driver 
component to clean itself up by calling its Release method. 
When invoked, the driver component passes the call on to 
the CDriverDisp object. The CDriverDisp object then 
directs the CStreamMgr to save all data. The CStreamMgr 
saves all data, including the state of each stream, in the 
registration database. Finally, the driver saves all internal 
data in the registration database. 
0.136. After a driver is successfully installed into the 
system 22 and configured using the driver administrator, it 
is ready for use by the motion control component 35. The 
component 35 uses the driver 30 when performing motion 
control operations requested from the application using the 
component 35. The following discussion describes the com 
ponent 35 directed operations that can take place on the 
driver. 

0.137 Before using the driver, it must be initialized by the 
component 35. This operation is different from the driver 
initialization taking place on the driver when used by the 
driver administrator because the system must be prepared 
for sending and receiving commands. In order to prepare for 
the data communication, the stream must be initialized and 
then opened. FIG. 18 describes the initialization process. 
The following steps occur during the initialization process. 
0138 First the component 35 must direct the driver to 
initialize itself. This is usually a two step process. In the first 
step, the component 35 creates and instance of the driver 
using the standard OLE CoCreateInstance function. Next, 
the Initialize method, exposed by the driver, is called to 
prepare the driver for data transmissions. When the Initialize 
method is called, the driver first loads any internal data 
stored in the registration database 42. Next, the driver directs 
the CDriverDisp to initialize the internal system. The 
CDriverDisp then directs the CStreamMgr to initialize the 
streams. Next, the CStreamMgr loads all data from the 
registration database, including the set of all CLSID's and 
enabled status for all streams registered with the driver. 
Then the CStreamMgr loads each enabled stream by creat 
ing a new CStream object for each enabled stream. When 
creating each CStream object, the CLSID for the underlying 
stream is passed to the CStream object. When each CStream 
object is created and attached to a stream component it loads 
the component 35 by calling the standard OLE CoCreateIn 
stance function. Once the CStreamMgr is done, the CDriver 
Disp directs the CCommand Mgr to initialize itself. During 
its initialization process, the CCommandMgr initializes and 
loads the CCommandList. Also, when the CCommandMgr 
is initializing, it loads the CResponse list corresponding to 
the CCommandList. 

0.139. Once the system is initialized, the motion control 
component 35 can direct the driver to carry out certain 
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command operations. Command operations are standard 
motion control operations such as moving to a specific 
location in the system, or querying the system for the current 
position. FIG. 19 describes the process of commanding the 
driver to carry out a certain operation. When commanding 
the driver to perform a certain operation the following steps 
OCCU. 

0140 First, the component 35 directs the driver to per 
form the operation, Such as moving to a position or querying 
the system for the current position. Next, the driver directs 
the CDriverDisp object to perform the operation. The 
CDriverDisp object then directs the CCommand Mgr to 
build the appropriate command. Any parameters related to 
the command are passed to the CCommand Mgr. For 
example, when directing the driver to move to a certain 
position, the position information is passed to the CCom 
mandMgr. Next, the CCommand Mgr requests the CRespon 
sellist to create a CResponse object. The CResponse list 
looks up the response format and uses it to create a new 
CResponse object that is returned to the CCommandMgr. 
Then, the CCommand Mgr directs the CCommandList to 
create the command. Any parameters related to the com 
mand are passed to the CCommandList. The CCom 
mandList creates a new CCommand object, looks up the raw 
command string, and passes it and the command parameters 
to the CCommand object who then builds the command 
String. 
0141. The CCommand Mgr., then passes the CCommand 
object, returned by the CCommandList, and the previously 
created CResponse object to the CStreamMgr object. The 
CStreamMgr object is directed to process the objects. The 
CStreamMgr passes the CCommand and CResponse objects 
to all enabled CStream objects. The CStream object queries 
the CCommand object for the full command string in raw 
text form. The raw text command is passed to the stream 
component. Next, the CStream object waits for the response, 
then reads the raw text response into a buffer. The raw text 
response is then passed to the CResponse object. Next the 
CRETONNE object is returned to the CStreamMgr., who 
returns it to the CCommand Mgr., who returns it to the 
CDriverDisp object. Eventually the CResponse returns to 
the CDriverDisp object, who then directs the CResponse to 
convert the response into a generic C++ type. The generic 
type is returned to the motion control component 35. 
0142. Once the component 35 is finished using the driver, 
the driver must be released by calling its Release method. 
Releasing the driver frees all resources used by the driver. 
FIG. 20 describes the process of releasing the driver. The 
following steps occur when cleaning up and freeing all 
resources used by the driver. 
0143 First, the component 35 must call the driver's 
Release method. When called, the driver directs the 
CDriverDisp object to release any resources used. The 
CDriverDisp then directs the CStreamMgr to free any 
resources used. The CStreamMgr then frees all active 
CStream objects. Each CStream object releases all stream 
component interfaces used. Next the CDriverDisp directs 
the CCommandMgr to free all of its resources. During its 
clean-up, the CCommand Mgr frees the CCommandList 
object. To complete its clean-up, the CCommand Mgr frees 
the CResponse list object. 
0144. Attached hereto as Appendix D is a document that 
describes the actual OLE Interfaces exposed, the definitions 
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of the data structures used when passing data around, and the 
definitions of each class used internally by the driver. 

IV. Streams 

0145 This section describes the stream component 28 
used as the data transport layer between the driver 30 
component and the destination output location Such as the 
motion control device 20 and/or the output file 34. For 
example, when using motion control hardware that is con 
nected to the PC Bus, the driver 30 Component will com 
municate with the PC Bus stream component 28. 
0146 The design of a stream component 28 will be 
discussed in three parts. First, a Module Interaction-Map 
describes the modules that are involved, with respect to the 
stream, and how they interact with one another. Next, the 
Object Interaction-Map breaks the Module Interaction-Map 
down into a more detailed view that not only displays the 
interactions occurring between modules, but also the inter 
actions taking place between the C++ objects within the 
stream component 28. Then, the Object Interaction-Map is 
“tested by running it through several Scenario-Maps. Each 
Scenario-Map displays the object interactions taking place 
during a certain operation. 

0147 The Module Interaction-Map shown in FIG. 22 
displays all modules that interact with the stream component 
28. Interactions begin from two different perspectives. First, 
the driver administrator 32 interacts with the stream com 
ponent 28 when installing, removing, and configuring the 
stream. Next, when used, each driver 30 interacts with the 
stream while sending and retrieving data to and from the 
destination. For example, when a driver writes data to a text 
file stream, the stream takes care of writing the data out to 
the file. Or, if the driver reads data from a PC Bus stream, 
the stream does the actual read from the hardware and passes 
the data back to the driver. 

0.148 Drivers only communicate with streams that have 
been specifically connected to the driver. Once connected, 
the stream is used to communicate with the destination 
object, like the PC Bus, serial I/O connection, text file, or 
debug monitor. 

0.149 The stream component 28 shown in FIG. 22 is the 
object that operates as the data transport layer for each 
driver. Each stream has a different target that defines the type 
of the stream. The following are the current stream targets. 

0150 PC Bus/WinNT This Windows NT stream uses a 
Windows NT.SYS device driver to communicate directly 
with the motion control hardware connected to the PC Bus. 

0151 PC Bus/Win95. This Windows 95 stream uses a 
Windows 95 VxD to communicate directly with the motion 
control hardware connected to the PC Bus. 

0152 PC Bus/Win 3.1- This Windows 3.1 stream com 
municates directly with the motion control hardware con 
nected to the PC Bus. 

0153. Serial This stream uses the COMM API to com 
municate with the motion control hardware connected to the 
serial port. 

0154 Text File This stream is write-only and sends all 
data to a text file. 
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0155 Debug Monitor This stream is write only and 
sends all data to the debug monitor. 
0156 Custom. This is a custom stream that sends data to 
an unknown location. 

0157 Similar to the Module Interaction-Map, the Object 
Interaction-Map displays interactions between modules. In 
addition, this map, shows all interactions taking place 
between each C++ object within the stream component 28. 
FIG. 23 is the Object Interaction-Map for the stream com 
ponent 28. 

0158 Each object in the diagram is described as follows. 
The CStreamLisp object is the dispatch object used to 
dispatch exposed interface methods. During the dispatch 
process, all raw data is converted into the appropriate C++ 
form. For example, collections of data passed between OLE 
components is usually packaged in a raw block of memory. 
The CStreamLisp object takes care of packing outgoing data 
and unpacking incoming data. Data packing involves con 
verting the data between a raw and native C++ format. 
0159. The CRegistry Mgr object takes care of managing 
all data stored in the registration database. Since many 
streams of the same type may exist at the same time, each 
stream is assigned a handle. The handle assigned, is used by 
the stream to look up the location it uses to load and store 
data in the registration database, much as an library index is 
used to locate a library book. 
0160 All input and output is funnelled through the 
CIOMgr manager. Management of input and output opera 
tions consists of buffering data and controlling primitives 
used to transport data to and from the target location. 
0161 The CIOHAL object is the input/output hardware 
abstraction layer. With in this object lay all hardware depen 
dent code such as calls to inp and outp. Each different type 
of stream contains a different implementation of this object. 
0162 Scenario-Maps are specialized Object Interaction 
Maps that display how each module and the objects inside 
the stream component interact with one another during the 
operation described by the map. The Scenario-Maps in 
FIGS. 24-32 are broken into two different categories; those 
that are initiated by the driver administrator 32, and those 
that are initiated by the driver 30. 
0163 Operations directed by the driver administrator are 
usually related to initializing, uninitializing, and configuring 
the stream. The following sections describe all operations, 
directed by the driver administrator, that take place on the 
Stream. 

0164. Before a stream component can be used by anyone, 
it must be registered in the Windows registration database. 
Registration is a standard OLE 2.0 operation required in 
order to use any OLE 2.0 component, such as the stream 
component. FIG. 24 describes this process. During the 
registration process, the following steps occur. 

0165 First, the driver administrator must load the DLL, 
containing the stream component, Verify that the module is 
an stream component 28. To do so, the driver administrator 
calls the DLLGetModuleType function, exported by the 
stream. If the high byte in the return value contains the value 
XMC STREAM MT, then the driver administrator pro 
ceeds and registers the stream by calling its exported func 
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tion, DLLRegisterServer. When called, the implementation 
of the DLLRegisterServer writes all OLE 2.0 registration 
information to the Windows registration database. 
0166. After the stream component is successfully regis 
tered, it is ready for initialization. During initialization, the 
stream component not only initializes itself, but also initial 
izes any device drivers used by registering the driver with 
the operating system. For example, the Windows NT stream 
component registers the Windows NT ..SYS driver with 
Windows NT and starts the Service. FIG. 25 describes this 
process. During initialization, the following steps occur. 
0.167 First the driver administrator must direct the stream 
to initialize itself. When making this call, the name and 
location of the driver used, and the handle of the stream are 
passed into the method as arguments. Once directed to 
initialize itself, the stream component calls the CStreamLisp 
and directs it to initialize the system. The CStreamLisp 
object then directs the CRegistry Mgr to load all pertinent 
data for the stream using the handle passed to it. The 
CRegistry Mgr loads all data from the registration database. 
After all information is loaded from the registry, the 
CStreamLisp directs the CIOMgr to register the appropriate 
driver with the operating system. The CIOMgr directs the 
CIOHAL to register the driver, if appropriate. If running in 
Windows NT, the CIOHAL registers the SYS driver with 
the Windows NT operating system and starts the driver. If 
running in Windows 95, the VxD integrity is verified with a 
quick, dynamic, load and unload. 
0.168. After initializing the stream component, it may be 
queried for its current settings or directed to set new settings. 
Since both operations are very similar, only changing set 
tings will be described. Stream settings include data Such as: 
port addresses, IRQ levels, file names, etc. Any data needed 
to communicate with the output/input target are included in 
the stream settings. FIG. 26 describes the process of chang 
ing the streams settings. During the setup process, the 
following steps occur. 
0.169 First the driver administrator directs the stream to 
use the data passed to change its internal data. Once directed, 
the stream component passes the interface method invoca 
tion to the CStreamLisp object. The CStreamLisp object 
then directs the CRegistry Mgr to store the new settings. The 
CRegistry Mgr Stores the new values in the registration 
database. 

0170 When the driver administrator is done using a 
stream component, it must clean up the resources used. FIG. 
27 describes this process. During the clean-up process, the 
following steps occur. First the driver administrator must 
direct the stream component to clean itself up by calling its 
Release method. When invoked, the stream component 
passes the call on to the CStreamLisp object. The CStream 
Disp object then directs the CRegistryMgr to save all data. 
All persistent data is saved to the registration database by the 
CRegistry Mgr. 
0171 Driver directed operations occur when each driver 
30 uses the stream component 28 connected to it. Remem 
ber, each stream component is used as the data transport 
layer. Each driver uses the stream to transfer the motion 
control command data, it generates, to the output target. 
Streams are also used to transfer data back to the driver 
when read operations occur. Only certain streams are read 
able. 
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0172 Before the driver can perform operations on the 
stream, the stream must be initialized. Initialization occurs 
in two steps. First the OLE stream component must be 
loaded, and then once it is, the stream must be explicitly 
initialized. FIG. 28 describes the second portion of the 
initialization process. The following steps occur during the 
initialization process. 
0173 First the driver must invoke the Initialize methods 
exported by one of the stream interfaces. When calling 
Initialize, the driver passes to the stream, the stream handle. 
Next, the stream passes the directive on to the CStreamLisp 
object for dispatching. The CStreamLisp object first directs 
the CRegistry Mgr to load all settings stored in the location 
defined by the stream handle. The CRegistry Mgr reads in the 
data stored in the registry at the handle. After the data is 
loaded, the CStreamLisp, directs the CIOMgr to initialize 
itself. As part of its initialization, the CIOMgr initializes the 
CIOHAL object that it is using. 
0.174. Once a stream has been initialized, it must be 
opened. Opening a stream places the stream in a state where 
it can pass data between the driver and the target. FIG. 29 
describes the process of opening a stream. When opening a 
stream, the following steps occur. 
0175 First the driver directs the stream to open itself, by 
calling the Open exposed interface method. Once directed, 
the stream passes the call on to the CStreamLisp object. 
Next, the CStreamLisp object directs the CIOMgr to open 
the stream. At this time, the CIOMgr prepares any buffers 
that will later be used when transferring data through the 
stream. After the buffers are ready, the CIOMgr directs the 
CIOHAL object to interact with the target and open it. 
CIOHAL directly communicates with the target or with a 
device driver and opens the stream. When operating with 
hardware streams, the device driver, or Serial IO directly 
communicates with the hardware and prepares it for opera 
tion. 

0176). After opening a stream, it is ready to perform data 
transport operations. There are two main data transport 
operations available: Reading data, and writing data. FIG. 
30 describes the process of writing data to the stream. When 
writing to the stream, the following steps occur. First the 
driver directs the stream to write data to the target and passes 
the data to the stream. Next, the stream passes the data to the 
CStreamLisp object. The CStreamLisp object passes the 
block of data to the CIOMgr and directs it to write it to the 
target. The CIOMgr object either passes the complete block 
of data to the CIOHAL object, or stores the block in an 
internal buffer and then passes pieces of the buffer to the 
CIOHAL object until the complete buffer is sent. The 
CIOHAL object takes the data passed to it and either sends 
it directly to the target, passes it to a device driver, or calls 
COMM API to send the data to the Serial IO port. The 
device driver or COMM API sends the data directly to the 
hardware controlled. 

0177) Certain streams, like the PC Bus and Serial IO 
streams, return data after write operations occur on them. 
The data returned may be specific to a previous request for 
data, or status describing the Success or failure of the 
previous write operation. FIG. 31 describes the process of 
reading data from the stream. It should be noted that not all 
streams are readable. Currently, the only readable streams 
are the PC Bus and Serial streams. During the operation of 
reading data from the target, the following steps occur. 
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0.178 First the driver directs the stream to read data from 
the target. The stream passes the call on to the CStreamLisp 
object. The CStreamLisp object directs the CIOMgr to 
perform the read. Depending on how the stream is imple 
mented, the CIOMgr may either make one call or multiple 
calls to the CIOHAL object. If multiple calls are made, all 
data read is stored in CIOMgr internal buffers. The CIOHAL 
object either directly communicates to the hardware, uses 
the COMM API, or a device driver to read the data. If a 
device driver or the COMM API are used, they directly 
communicate with the hardware to read the data. 

0179. Once the driver is done using the stream, it must 
direct the stream to clean-up all resources used. To do so, the 
driver calls the standard Release method. FIG. 32 displays 
the sequence of events taking place after the Release method 
is called. The following steps occur when cleaning up and 
freeing all resources used by the stream. 

0180 First the driver must call the stream's Release 
method. Next, the stream directs the CStreamIDisp object to 
release all resources used. The CStream Disp object then 
directs the CIOMgr to free any resources used in buffers, etc. 
Next, the CIOMgr directs the CIOHAL to free any resources 
used. During its clean-up and depending on the type of 
stream, the CIOHAL will delete text files used, close the 
debug monitor, shut-down the hardware, or direct any device 
drivers to shut-down the hardware. If device drivers or the 
COMM API are used, they direct the hardware to shut 
down. 

0181 FIG.33 depicts an interface map for the stream 28. 
Attached hereto in Appendix E is a document that describes 
the actual OLE Interfaces exposed, the definitions of the data 
structures used when passing data around, and the defini 
tions of each class used internally by the stream. 

V. Driver Stub Module 

0182. The driver stub module 36 is used to fill in the 
extended Driver functions that the driver 30 is unable to 
support or implement. By simulating the extended SPI, 
applications are able to use a larger set of motion control 
functionality than would be available if the application 
directly programmed the motion control hardware. In order 
to implement the extended SPI, the driver stub uses software 
algorithms that call core SPI interface methods implemented 
by the driver 30. During the initialization of the driver stub. 
the driver 30 to use is registered with the driver stub. 

0183 This section describes all aspects of the driver stub 
36 in three basic parts. The first part of this section describes 
all binary modules affecting the driver stub. Next, a more 
detailed view, that includes all C++ objects used inside the 
driver stub, is described. Then several processes that take 
place on the driver stub are described. 
0.184 The module interaction-map displays all binary 
modules and their interactions with the driver stub 36. As 
can be seen from FIG. 34, the driver stub is used by the 
component 35. More or less, the driver stub acts as a helper 
to the component 35 by filling in all extended Driver 
functionality possible. 

0185. By taking the module interaction-map in FIG. 34 
and displaying all interactions taking place with all C++ 
objects implementing the driver Stub, we produce what is 
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called the object interaction-map. FIG. 35 is the object 
interaction-map for the driver stub 36 component. 
0186 Each object in the diagram is described as follows. 
0187. The CDriverStubDisp object is the dispatch object 
used to dispatch exposed interface methods. During the 
dispatch process, all raw data is converted into the appro 
priate C++ form. For example, collections of data passed 
between OLE components is usually packaged in a raw 
block of memory. The CDriverStubDisp object takes care of 
packing outgoing data and unpacking incoming data. Data 
packing involves converting the data between a raw and 
native C++ format. 

0188 The CSPIMgr object is responsible for managing 
all SPI issues such as managing the CSimpleDriver by 
directing it to connect to the appropriate SPI core interfaces 
exposed by the driver. 
0189 The CSimpleDriver object is used to directly com 
municate with the driver implementing the SPI core inter 
faces. The CSimpleDriver only communicates with the core 
SPI interfaces implemented by the driver. 
0190. The following discussion describes all main sce 
narios, or operations, that occur on the driver stub 36. Each 
scenario-map displays all objects involved, and the interac 
tions that take place between them in the sequence that they 
occur. All operations on the driver stub originate from the 
motion control component 35. In addition to the motion 
control component 35, the XMC Setup Component interacts 
with the driver stub when installing the system 22. It should 
be noted that all scenarios below assume that the driver stub 
36 has already been registered in the OLE system. Regis 
tering this component is the responsibility of the setup 
application and setup component. 

0191 This discussion describes all operations made on 
the driver stub by the motion control component 35. Each 
section is discussed in the order that they may occur when 
using the driver. 
0.192 As shown in FIG. 36, before using the driver stub 
36, the motion control component 35 must initialize it by 
creating an instance of the driver stub, and then initializing 
the instance created. Calling the standard OLE function 
CoCreateInstance completes the first step. After an instance 
is created, the component 35 must call the driver stub 
exposed Initialize interface method. During initialization, 
the following steps occur. 
0193 The component creates an instance of the driver 
stub by calling the standard OLE function CoCreateIn 
stance. Once loaded, the CLSID of the driver to use is passed 
to the driver stub when calling its Initialize exposed inter 
face method. When first loaded, the driver loads any regis 
tration data previously stored. Next, the component 35 
passes the CLSID, of the driver to use, to the CDriverStub 
Disp object and directs it to initialize the system. The 
CDriverStubDisp object then directs the CSPIMgr to ini 
tialize itself and passes the driver CLSID to it. The CSPIMgr 
passes the CLSID to the CSimpleDriver and directs it to only 
query the core SPI interfaces exposed by the driver. The 
CSimpleDriver loads an instance of the driver then queries 
all core interfaces exposed by the driver. 
0194 Once the driver stub is initialized, it is ready to 
perform operations such as performing extended Driver 
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functions. FIG. 37 describes the steps that occur when the 
component 35 directs the driver stub to perform an extended 
SPI operation. The following steps occur when the operation 
is requested. 
0.195 First the component 35 must request the operation 
and pass all pertinent parameters to the driver stub. Next, the 
driver stub directs the CDriverStubDisp to handle the opera 
tion. The CDriverStubDisp then directs the CSPIMgr to 
perform the SPI extended function and passes the appropri 
ate XMC EXT SPI identifier as a parameter. The CSPIMgr 
calls the appropriate function corresponding to the 
XMC EXT SPI identifier. The function simulates the 
extended Driver function and calls the CSimpleDriver for 
core operations. When directed, the CSimpleDriver per 
forms SPI core functions by directly calling the exposed 
interfaces implemented by the driver. 
0196. When the motion control component 35 is finished 
using the driver stub 36, it must release it by calling the 
exposed Release method. Calling the Release method causes 
the driver stub to free all the resources it uses. FIG. 38 
displays this sequence of events. During the clean-up pro 
cess, the following steps occur. 
0197) First the component 35 must direct the driver stub 
to release all of its resources by calling its Release method. 
When invoked, the driver component passes the call on to 
the CDriverStubDisp object. The CDriverStubDisp object 
then directs the CSPIMgr to release any resources that it was 
using. The CSPIMgr releases all resources including the 
CSimpleDriver object used. When freed, the CSimpleDriver 
releases any interfaces used from the driver. 
0198 FIG. 39 is an interface map of the driver stub 
module 36. Attached hereto as Appendix F is a document 
that describes the actual OLE Interfaces exposed, the defi 
nitions of the data structures used when passing data around, 
and the definitions of each class used internally by the driver. 

VI. Driver Administrator Module 

0199 The driver administrator 32 is used from two 
different perspectives. When the driver administrator Con 
trol Panel Applet 38 is used to configure the system, the 
applet directs the driver administrator 32 to carry out the 
operations. The applet 38 simply provides the user-interface, 
and the component 35 does the real work of managing 
drivers and streams used with the system 22. Using the 
driver administrator component with the control panel applet 
is the first perspective on using the component 35. 
0200. In the second perspective, the motion control com 
ponent 35 uses the driver administrator component to query 
for the current set of enabled the driver 30. It should be noted 
that, currently, only single driver operation is allowed. 
Clearly, the system 22 may support multiple drivers that are 
virtualized. For example, if two, four axis, drivers are 
installed, applications using the system could act as though 
they were using an eight axis system. 
0201 This section describes the driver administrator 32 
in three main parts. First, all modules interacting with the 
driver administrator component are described along with 
their interactions. Next, the module interaction-map is 
expanded to display all interactions taking place between the 
C++ objects used to implement the driver administrator 32 
Component. This description is called the object interaction 
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map. Then, the object interaction-map is tested by running 
it through several scenarios, or scenario-maps. Each sce 
nario-map displays the events and the order in which they 
occur in a certain process taking place on the driver admin 
istrator component. 

0202 The module interaction-map shown in FIG. 40 
displays all binary modules and their interactions with the 
driver administrator 32 Component. Both the driver admin 
istrator CPL38 and the motion control component 35 are the 
main modules that interact with the driver administrator 32 
Component. 

0203) The driver administrator CPL module 38 provides 
the user-interface that allows the user to add, configure, and 
remove drivers and streams in the system 22. The driver 
administrator 32 handles all driver and stream management. 
Even though the control panel applet provides the user 
interface, this module 32 does the actual management work. 
0204. In addition, the driver administrator is used by the 
component 35 to access the current driver(s) to use when 
carrying out motion control operations. For example, if the 
AT6400 driver is selected as the current driver when the 
component 35 queries the driver administrator, the driver 
administrator returns the CLSID of the AT6400 driver. 

0205 Taking the driver administrator 32, displayed in the 
module interaction-map, and displaying all interactions 
occurring between the C++ objects used to implement the 
administrator 34, produces the object interaction-map there 
for. The object interaction-map for the driver administrator 
32 is shown in FIG. 41. 

0206 Each object in the diagram is described as follows. 
0207. The CDriver AdminDisp object is the dispatch 
object used to dispatch exposed interface methods. During 
the dispatch process, all raw data is converted into the 
appropriate C++ form. For example, collections of data 
passed between OLE components is usually packaged in a 
raw block of memory. The CDriverAdminiDisp object takes 
care of packing outgoing data and unpacking incoming data. 
Data packing involves converting the data between a raw 
and native C++ format. 

0208. The CDriverInfoMap object is used to build the 
information used by the driver administrator CPL 38 when 
displaying information about each driver or stream. 
0209 The CModuleMgr object is responsible for man 
aging all stream and driver modules in the system. A list of 
all drivers registered are stored persistently in the registra 
tion database by the CModuleMgr. Each time a driver or 
stream is accessed the CModuleMgr is used to get the 
module. 

0210. The CSimpleDriver object is used to directly com 
municate with the driver component. All OLE specific 
details are encapsulated within this object. 
0211 The CSimpleStream object is used to directly com 
municate with the stream component. All OLE specific 
details are encapsulated within this object. 

0212 FIGS. 42-49 describe all main scenarios, or opera 
tions, that occur on the driver administrator 32. Each sce 
nario-map displays all objects involved, and the interactions 
that take place between them in the sequence that they occur. 
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0213 Referring now to FIG. 42, before using the driver 
administrator component, it must be initialized. FIG. 42 
describes the process of initializing the driver administrator 
component from either the driver administrator control panel 
applet or the motion control component. During initializa 
tion, the following steps occur. 

0214 First, either the control panel applet or the motion 
control component must create an instance of the driver 
administrator component by calling the standard OLE func 
tion CoCreateInstance. Next, the exposed Initialize interface 
method must be called. When the Initialize method is called, 
the driver administrator component directs the CDriverAd 
miniDisp to initialize the system. Next, the CDriver Admin 
Disp directs the CModuleMgr to initialize itself and any 
modules that it is managing. The CModuleMgr, first, loads 
all information from the registration database. Then for each 
driver registered, the CModuleMgr creates an instance of the 
driver by calling the standard OLE function CoCreateIn 
stance. Next, the CModuleMgr calls each drivers Initialize 
method, passing to the method the CLSID of the driver 
component to attach. The CSimpleDriver attaches to the 
driver component by calling the standard OLE function 
CoCreatenstance. 

0215. The driver administrator 32 can register both driv 
ers and streams. Registering drivers is very direct, since the 
driver administrator manages the drivers registered in the 
system. Registering streams, on the other hand, is more 
complex, since each stream must be registered with a driver 
and the driver manages the streams registered with it, not the 
driver administrator. The following discussion describes the 
process of registering both drivers and streams. 
0216) Registering a driver entails verifying that the mod 
ule is actually a driver, verifying that the driver can be 
loaded, and storing the driver information in a persistent 
location. FIG. 43 describes this process. When registering a 
driver, the following steps occur. 

0217 First, the driver administrator CPL passes the name 
of the driver and directs the driver administrator component 
to register it. Next, the driver administrator component 
passes the driver name to the CDriver AdminDisp and directs 
it to register the module. The CDriverAdminiDisp directs the 
CModuleMgr to register the new driver. The CModuleMgr 
creates a new CSimpleDriver and requests it to register the 
driver. First the CSimpleDriver verifies that the driver is 
valid by calling its DLLGetModuleType exported function. 
If the function returns XMC DRIVER MT the CSim 
pleDriver then calls the driver's exported function DLLReg 
isterServer to register the module in the OLE system. Next 
the CLSID is queried from the module by calling its 
exported DLLGetCLSID function. The CLSID returned is 
then used to load the driver by calling the standard OLE 
function CoCreateInstance. If the CSimpleDriver is success 
ful, the CModuleMgr stores the driver CLSID in the regis 
tration database. 

0218 Registering a stream is similar to registering a 
driver, but a little more complex, since each stream must be 
registered with a specific driver. FIG. 44 displays the 
process of registering a stream. When registering a stream, 
the following steps occur. 

0219 First, the driver administrator CPL passes the 
CLSID of the driver and the filename of the stream to 
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register with the driver, to the driver administrator compo 
nent. The driver administrator component directs the CDriv 
erAdminiDisp to register the stream. The CDriver AdminD 
isp object directs the CModuleMgr to register the stream and 
passes the CLSID of the driver and the name of the stream 
along to it. First, the CModuleMgr verifies that the CLSID 
of the driver one of the registered drivers. If it is not, the 
driver is registered as discussed above. 
0220 Next, the CModuleMgr creates a new CSim 
pleStream object and directs it to verify and load the stream 
component. The CSimpleStream first verifies that the mod 
ule is actually an stream component 28 by calling its 
exported DLLGetModuleType function. If the function 
returns XMC STREAM MT, the CSimpleStream continues 
and registers the stream component by calling its DLLReg 
isterServer exported function. Finally, the CSimpleStream 
object queries the new module for its CLSID by calling the 
module’s exported DLLGetCLSID function. The new 
CLSID is used, by the CSimpleStream, to load the stream 
component using the standard OLE function CoCreateIn 
stance. If the CSimpleStream succeeds, the CLSID of the 
stream is passed along to the CSimpleDriver who is directed 
to register the stream. The CSimpleDriver passes the CLSID 
to the driver component and directs it to register the stream. 
0221) The following discussion describes setting infor 
mation in either a driver or stream. When the user edits 
information in the driver administrator control panel applet 
38, the applet 38 directs the driver administrator 32 to edit 
the settings for the stream or driver being edited. The 
following discussion describes how this configuration pro 
cess works. 

0222 Editing the settings of a driver takes place when the 
user changes the driver settings displayed in the driver 
administrator CPL. Changing these settings causes the pro 
cess described in FIG. 45 to occur within the driver admin 
istrator component. The following steps occur when setting 
the driver configuration. 

0223) When driver settings are changed in the CPL 38. 
the driver administrator CPL directs the driver administrator 
component to make the appropriate changes to the driver 
corresponding to the driver handle. A XMC DRIVER 
INFO structure is passed to the component 35, describing 

the new values for the driver. The driver administrator 
component takes the XMC DRIVER INFO structure and 
the handle to the driver and passes the information to the 
CDriver AdminiDisp object, directing it to change the set 
tings in the driver. The CDriverAdminiDisp object directs the 
CModuleMgr to edit the driver corresponding to the driver 
handle. The CModuleMgr locates the CSimpleDriver with 
the handle and directs it to change its settings to those stored 
in the XMC DRIVER INFO structure. The CSimpleDriver 
passes the XMC DRIVER INFO structure to the driver 
component and directs it to change its settings. 

0224. As shown in FIG. 46, when the user edits stream 
settings in the driver administrator CPL 38, the following 
steps occur. 

0225. After the user changes settings for the stream in the 
CPL, the driver administrator CPL directs the driver admin 
istrator component to change the stream's settings and 
passes a handle to the driver containing the stream, a handle 
to the stream, and a XMC STREAM INFO structure 
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describing the new values. The driver administrator com 
ponent directs the CDriver AdminiDisp object to change the 
streams settings. The CDriverAdminiDisp object directs the 
CModuleMgr to change the settings of the stream corre 
sponding to the handle. 
0226 First, the CModuleMgr locates the driver corre 
sponding to the driver handle. Next, it requests the CSim 
pleDriver to change the settings for the stream correspond 
ing to the stream handle. The CSimpleDriver searches for 
the stream corresponding to the stream handle and directs it 
to change its settings to those stored in the XMC STREAM 
INFO structure. The CSimpleStream directly communi 

cates with the stream component and directs it to change its 
settings to those in the XMC STREAM INFO structure. 
0227. There are two different types of information that 
may be queried from the driver administrator 32: the enu 
meration of all drivers registered, and the driver information 
map. The motion control component 35 uses the driver 
enumeration when selecting the set of drivers to use and 
control during motion control operations. The driver infor 
mation map, on the other hand, is used by the driver 
administrator CPL 38 to update the user-interface display 
describing all drivers and streams registered in the system. 
The following discussion describes the process of querying 
for both the driver enumeration and the driver information 
map. Querying for the driver enumeration occurs during the 
initialization of the motion control component 35. When 
initializing, the component 35 must know what drivers to 
use when performing motion control operations. The driver 
administrator 32 Component is used for that very purpose. 
Querying the driver enumeration just returns a pointer to the 
IXMC EnumDriver interface exposed by the driver admin 
istrator 32 Component. FIG. 47 displays the events that 
occur when using the interface to get each driver in the 
enumeration. Using the interface causes, the following steps 
OCCU. 

0228 First, the motion control component 35 queries the 
driver administrator 32 Component for the next driver. Next, 
the driver administrator 32 Component directs the CDriv 
erAdminiDisp to get the next driver supported. The CDriv 
erAdminiDisp directs the CModuleMgr to get the next driver. 
The CModuleMgr then directs the CSimpleDriver to either 
return the CLSID or a pointer to the Unknown interface for 
the driver, depending on the parameters of the enumeration. 
If the CSimpleDriver is requested to return a pointer to the 
IUnknown interface, the interface is queried from the driver 
component. 

0229. Another set of information that may be queried 
from the driver administrator 32 consists of the driver 
information map. This data is used by the driver adminis 
trator CPL 38 when displaying information describing the 
drivers and streams registered in the system. As shown in 
FIG. 48, when querying the system for the driver interface 
map, the following steps occur. 

0230 First, the driver administrator CPL 38 queries the 
driver administrator 32 Component for the current driver 
information map. When queried, the driver administrator 
component directs the CDriver AdminiDisp to create and load 
a CDriverInfoMap class. The CDriverAdminiDisp creates 
the CDriverInfoMap. Next, the CDriverAdminiDisp passes 
the CDriverInfoMap to the CModuleMgr and directs it to 
load the information map. The CModuleMgr queries each 
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driver registered for its internal information. Each CSim 
pleDriver communicates directly with the driver component 
and queries it for all pertinent driver information. Next, the 
CModuleMgr queries each driver for a list of all streams 
registered with the driver. Using the stream enumeration, 
each CSimpleDriver creates an array of CSimpleStream 
objects and returns the array to the CModuleMgr. For each 
CSimpleStream object in each array, the CModuleMgr que 
ries for all pertinent stream information. Each CSim 
pleStream communicates directly with the stream compo 
nent and queries it for all information describing the stream. 
0231. After the driver administrator CPL38 or the motion 
control component 35 are finished using the driver admin 
istrator 32, they must release the component 35 to free any 
resources it was using. FIG. 49 describes this process. When 
cleaning up after a call to the Release method, the following 
steps occur. 

0232 First, either the driver administrator CPL 38 or the 
motion control component 35 must direct the driver admin 
istrator 32 Component to release itself by calling its Release 
method. Next, the driver administrator component directs 
the CDriverAdminiDisp object to free all resources used in 
the system. The CDriverAdminiDisp then directs the CMod 
uleMgr to free any resources that it is using. First, the 
CModuleMgr traces through all CSimpleDriver objects, 
querying each for their CLSID and enabled state. Next, each 
CSimpleDriver is freed. Each CSimpleDriver object freed, 
frees all arrays of CSimpleStream objects registered with it. 
When freed, each CSimpleStream object releases all inter 
faces that it was using from the stream component. In its 
final clean-up, each CSimpleDriver releases all interfaces 
that it was using from the driver component. All CLSID and 
enabled State information is stored persistently in the regis 
tration database. 

0233 FIG. 50 depicts an interface map for the driver 
administrator 32. Also, attached hereto as Appendix G is a 
document that describes the actual OLE Interfaces exposed, 
the definitions of the data structures used when passing data 
around, and the definitions of each class used internally by 
the driver administrator 32 component. 

VII. Driver Administrator CPL Applet 

0234. This document describes the design of the driver 
administrator control panel applet 38 (CPL) that is used by 
the user to add, configure, and remove both drivers 30 and 
stream components 28 later used by the component 35 when 
directed to carry out motion control operations. With regard 
to design, there are three main types of “views’ used to look 
at how the control panel applet works. 
0235 First, a module interaction map shown in FIG. 
displays all main executable and user-interactable items, or 
modules, that the CPL uses and interacts with. For example, 
when a dialog is displayed by the CPL executable, both the 
dialog and the CPL modules are considered to interact with 
one another. Technically, the dialog is not a module since it 
is a figment displayed on the screen, but none the less, 
module interaction maps classify them as such since they are 
key destination points for user-input. 

0236 Second, an object interaction map shown in FIG. 
52 displays all main objects making up the modules 
described in the module interaction map. Objects consist of 
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the actual instances of C++ classes defining each object. All 
interactions between the objects are drawn out in this 
interaction map. 
0237 Finally, FIGS. 53-57 display a set of scenario maps 
are drawn out using the object interaction map as a basis. 
Scenario interaction-maps describe the interactions taking 
place during a specific operation. Initialization, Adding a 
driver to the system, and Viewing the support offered by a 
driver, are all examples of a scenario interaction-map. 
0238. The design goals for the driver administrator 32 are 
the following: 
0239) 1. User-Interface separation Implements all user 
interface elements used to control the driver administrator 
32 Component. 

0240 2. Upgradable to OCX Client Eventually each 
driver and stream may implement all UI elements with an 
OCX that then passes all input to the corresponding driver 
or stream. The driver administrator CPL 38 must be 
designed in a way that is easy to upgrade to become an OCX 
client. 

0241) 3. Provide Stream Independence-drivers 30 
should not be required to use streams 28 in order to operate. 
The design of the driver administrator 32 must make amends 
to ensure that it is not dependent on stream component 28 
operations to operate. 

0242 4. Use Windows 95 UI. Whenever possible, Win 
dows 95 UI elements should be used. For example, Tree 
Views, ImageLists, Button Bars, Tab Dialogs and any other 
UI elements should be put to use to ensure a Windows 95 
look-and-feel. 

0243 The following discussion describes the module 
interaction map for the control panel applet 38. A module is 
defined as either an executable binary, an external data file, 
or a main user-interface element used when interacting with 
the user. FIG. 51 is a drawing of all modules that interact 
with each other when running the driver administrator 
control panel applet. 

0244. The driver administrator CPL 38 is a control panel 
applet. And, a control panel applet is a special DLL that 
exports several functions allowing the Windows Control 
Panel to communicate with the applet. 
0245. The Driver Administrator Dialog is the main dialog 
that appears when selecting the control panel applet icon 
from the Windows Control Panel. 

0246 The Browse Dialog is used to query the user for a 
filename. For example when adding a new stream or driver, 
the driver administrator uses this dialog to ask the user for 
the location of the new driver or stream to add. 

0247 The View Support Dialog displays the support 
provided by the selected driver 30. Each driver may support 
a different set of extended functionality. This dialog shows 
the user exactly how much Support is provided by each 
driver allowing them to determine which functions within 
their application may not operate when using the driver. 
0248 Unlike the Module Interaction-Map described 
above, the Object Interaction-Map shown in FIG. 52 
describes how the actual instances of C++ objects interact 
with one another within each module. 
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0249 Other than showing that each dialog is managed by 
the object, whose name is displayed in the dialog, the main 
difference from the module IA-map are both the CComCPL 
and CDriver Admin C++ objects. Both objects are described 
below. 

0250) As the description of each dialog class is fairly 
straight forward and very similar to the dialog description 
above they will not be described in this section. This section 
will describe all other C++ objects. 
0251 The CComCPL is a C++ object that is generated by 
the COMBuilder application from a template. It is used to 
handle all Windows messages sent from the Control Panel 
Application. 

0252) The CDriver Admin object is used to drive, control, 
and manage the use of the driver administrator 32 Compo 
nent. For example, all OLE 2.0 interface management and 
data translation is handled by this object. Data translation 
involves translating data from a standard C++ format to a 
raw format that is handled easily with the OLE 2.0 data 
transfer mechanisms. 

0253 Scenario Interaction-Maps are almost identical to 
object interaction-maps but they only display the objects and 
interactions taking part in a specific operation. Also, each 
interaction is numbered by the sequence in which they occur 
while the operation is running. The following discussion 
describes several key operations that occur while running 
the driver administrator CPL 38 Applet. 
0254. Initialization occurs when the user first runs the 
CPL Applet. During this process all other objects are ini 
tialized and several modules are loaded. There are two steps 
that take place during the initialization process: First the 
application is initialized, and second the dialog is initialized 
with values queried from the driver administrator 32 Com 
ponent. The following sections describe each. 
0255 Initializing the application, which is shown in FIG. 
53, occurs when the application is first run and the main 
dialog has not yet been displayed. When initializing the 
application, the following steps occur. 
0256 Through a Windows message, Windows notifies 
the CComCPL object that the Control Panel Applet has just 
been loaded. CComCPL then loads the CDriverAdminDi 
alog and tells it to do any dialog prepping before going 
modal. Next, CDriverAdminDialog loads any settings stored 
in the Registration Database. For example, the current 
window position and active tab may be stored in the data 
base. CDriver AdminDialog then Loads the CDriverAdmin 
class and directs it to initialize itself. During initialization, 
CDriver AdminDialog creates an instance of the driver 
administrator 32 and queries all interfaces that will be used. 
0257. Once the application is initialized, the default set 
tings to be displayed in the dialog must be set. These values 
are set when the dialog is initialized, just before displaying 
it. FIG. 54 describes this process. During the process of 
initializing the dialog, the following steps occur. 
0258 During the dialog preparation that occurs before 
the DoModal call, CDriverAdminDialog queries the CDriv 
erAdmin object for the driver enumeration to be used when 
setting initial values to be displayed in the dialog box. 
CDriver Admin uses the driver administrator 32 Component 
to query for the driver information map, which is then 
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passed back to the CDriverAdminiDialog. Once receiving 
the driver information map, the CDriver AdminDialog uses 
the information to update all user-interface items related to 
either drivers or streams. 

0259. Adding a driver to the system 22 can be broken 
down into two steps. First, the module name must be added 
to the system. Next, the driver administrator 32 main dialog 
must update itself to reflect the new driver just added. 
0260 Adding a driver occurs when the user presses the 
“Add . . . . button on the driver administrator 32 's main 
dialog. FIG.55 describes this process. When adding a new 
driver, the following steps occur. 
0261) When adding a driver, first the user must press the 
“Add . . . . button. After pressing the button, CDriverAd 
minDialog opens up the common open file dialog. The user 
must enter in the filename of the driver to add and close the 
dialog. CDriver AdminDialog then passes the filename to the 
CDriver Admin object and calls the RegisterDriver method 
passing in the name of the module to register as a driver. 
CDriver Admin then passes the driver filename to the driver 
administrator 32 Component and directs it to register the 
driver in the system 22. 
0262 The process of updating the main dialog is identical 
to the process of initializing the dialog discussed above. 
0263 Similar to the process of adding a new driver, 
removing a driver involves both removing the driver from 
the system and then updating the main dialog. Pressing the 
“Remove” button removes a driver from the XMC software 
system. FIG. 56 describes this process. The following steps 
occur when removing a driver. 
0264. To remove a driver, the user must first select the 
“Remove” button. After pressing the button, the selected 
driver or parent driver to the selected stream will be 
removed. CDriverAdminDialog passes the XMC H 
DRIVER of the driver to the CDriverAdmin and directs it to 
remove the driver by calling its UnRegister method. CDriv 
erAdmin passes the XMC HDRIVER to the driver admin 
istrator 32 Component and directs it to UnRegister the 
driver. 

0265. The process of updating the main dialog is identical 
to the process of initializing the dialog discussed above. 
0266 Viewing Support involves viewing the level of 
support implemented by the selected driver. FIG. 57 
describes the process of providing this information to the 
user via the View Support Dialog. The following steps occur 
when viewing the support provided by the driver. 
0267 First the user must select the “View Support” 
button on the driver administrator main dialog. When 
selected, CDriver AdminDialog queries CDriverAdmin for 
the driver support information. CDriverAdmin passes the 
query on to the driver administrator 32 component who 
actually fills out the information. Once the queried infor 
mation is returned, the CDriverAdminiDialog passes it on to 
CViewSupportDialog. CViewSupportDialog initializes 
itself using the driver Support information. 
0268 Attached hereto as Appendix H is a document that 
describes the actual OLE Interfaces exposed, the definitions 
of the data structures used when passing data around, and the 
definitions of each class used internally by the driver admin 
istrator 32. 
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VIII. Driver Administrator CPL Applet 
0269. This section contains a description of the driver 
administrator control panel applet 38. When using the driver 
administrator 32 to configure the motion control system, 
there are two main items that the user will work with: drivers 
and streams. Each driver 30 generates the hardware specific, 
control codes that are then sent to the selected stream 
component 28. Streams facilitate the data transport layer 
between the driver and the control-code destination. 

0270. Depending on the current hardware setup, different 
streams may be used. For example, if the hardware is 
connected to the PC Bus, a PC Bus stream will be used to 
communicate to it. On the other hand, if the hardware is 
connected through a serial cable to a serial I/O Port, the 
serial stream will be used. Finally, all hardware configura 
tions may use the file stream. When using the file stream, all 
control-codes are sent to the specified file that can be 
downloaded to the hardware at a later time. 

0271 This section describes both drivers and streams, 
and how each is configured. This section initially describes 
the driver items and all property pages used to edit them. 
This section also contains a description of the streams and 
their property pages. Finally, this section describes the about 
box containing details on the Software. 
0272. The main purpose of each driver is to generate the 
hardware-specific control-codes directing the hardware to 
carry out specific motion control actions. For example, Such 
actions may include querying the hardware for the current 
position or directing the hardware to move to a predeter 
mined location in the system. The following discussion 
describes the property pages used to configure each driver. 
0273. There are two types of properties affecting each 
driver. First, a set of defaults may be set that are used by the 
motion control component 35 as recommended values. The 
Scaling and units used are several example default values. In 
addition to setting default values, if the driver supports more 
advanced configuration, pressing the Advanced . . . button 
will display a dialog box used to set the driver configuration. 
For example, if a driver does not support streams, the 
advanced configuration dialog, provided by the driver, will 
allow the user to set the I/O Port and IRQ settings. 
0274 The properties affecting drivers 30 are as follows. 
0275 Scaling Setting the scaling property affects the 
default Scaling used on all axes within the motion control 
system. The range for scaling values is (0.0, 1.0). Default 
setting may be overridden when programming XMC by 
using the IXMC StaticState interface. 
0276 Units—Setting the units property affects all coor 
dinates used when programming the system 22. 
0277. The unit descriptions are as follows: 

0278 MM ENGLISH-Inches are used as the base 
unit for all coordinates 

0279 MM METRIC Millimeters are used as the 
base unit for all coordinates. 

0280 MM NATIVE The native coordinates defined 
by the hardware system are used. Coordinates used to 
program XMC are mapped 1:1 to the hardware coor 
dinates. 
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0281 Advanced ...—Pressing this button will display 
a dialog used to edit any advanced properties for the 
driver that may be edited by the user. 

In addition to allowing the user to set properties, each 
driver property page displays the full names of both the 
hardware supported and the hardware vendor who 
makes the hardware. 

0282. The buttons along the bottom of the windows work 
with the selected driver or stream. The following discussion 
describes each button and what it does. 

0283 Pressing the Make Default button selects the cur 
rent driver to be the default. If a stream is selected, its parent 
driver becomes the default driver. The default driver is later 
used by the motion control component 35 Selecting the Add 
... button, displays the Add Module dialog. This dialog is 
used to add new drivers and streams to the system 22. Once 
selected, the new driver or stream will be displayed in the 
Driver tree view. When adding a stream, the stream is added 
under the currently selected driver. To enable the stream, you 
must select the enable check box located in the streams 
property page. 

0284. Selecting the Remove button, removes the current 
driver or stream selected. If a driver is removed all of its 
streams are also removed. 

0285) Selecting the View Support . . . button displays a 
dialog used to view the level of XMC support implemented 
by the driver. For example, all API interfaces and subsequent 
methods are displayed. If a lack of implementation within 
the driver prohibits an API interface from operating, the 
driver stub 36 is used. If the lack of implementation within 
the driver 30 cannot be replaced by operations within the 
driver stub 36, the interface or method is disabled. 

0286 The following are descriptions of each graphic 
found in the XMC Support View Dialog. 

0287 D. This graphic means that the interface or 
method is implemented by the driver 30. 

0288 S This graphic means that the interface or 
method is implemented within the driver stub 36. 

0289 X This graphic means that the interface or 
method is disabled because of a lack of implementation 
within the driver 30. 

0290 Like the properties page, a debug page is also 
provided to set all debugging settings for the driver. Each 
driver may specify that all API calls used to control the 
driver are logged. The logging settings only affect the 
current driver selected. The Output field allows you to select 
the output stream where all debug information is sent. When 
Streams is enabled, debug information is sent to the speci 
fied text file. When Debug Monitor is enabled, debug 
information is sent to the debug monitor if it is running. 
Using Enable to enable a stream turns it on causing all debug 
information generated to be sent to the stream. More than 
one stream may be enabled at one time. 

0291 Stream Settings are available for each debug 
stream supported. Text File allows the name of the text file 
may be set. The Debug Monitor can only be enabled and 
disabled. 
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0292 A stream is the transport layer used by the driver to 
pass data to the destination location. The destination location 
may be the actual motion control hardware or even a text 
file. Usually the control language used by a hardware vendor 
is supported by several different flavors of their motion 
control hardware. For example, some vendors have both PC 
Bus based and Serial I/O based motion control hardware that 
understand the same control language. In Such a case, the 
same driver would be used for each hardware setup but it 
would communicate with different streams depending on the 
specific hardware setup. Graphically, each stream is listed 
below each driver that uses the stream. 

0293. This section describes the streams supported by the 
system 22 and how they are configured. 

0294 The PC Bus stream sends all data directly to a PC 
Bus based motion control hardware system by writing to the 
specified I/O Ports and IRQ's defined by the hardware. This 
section describes both the properties and debug settings 
available for the PC Bus Stream. 

0295 Stream properties only affect the currently selected 
stream. The user is required to select certain settings, such 
as the I/O Port and IRQ. Without setting these values, the PC 
Bus Stream will not be able to communicate with the 
hardware. The properties affecting PC Bus Streams are 
described below. 

0296. The I/O Port is the base port used to communicate 
with the motion control hardware that the stream is to send 
data to. 

0297. The IRQ is the interrupt request level used by the 
hardware. 

0298 Pressing the Advanced . . . button will display a 
dialog allowing the user to edit more advanced stream 
options. For example, if the stream supports a Port I/O map 
that the user can edit, the port map would be displayed in this 
dialog. This button is only enabled for streams supporting 
advanced features that the user may edit. 
0299 When debugging an application program it may be 
useful to see what codes are actually sent to the hardware. 
The Debug Settings page for streams allows the user to 
enable and disable both the Cmd and Bit Streams. The Cmd 
Stream is used to log all command-codes sent to the hard 
ware. If this level of detail does not provide you with enough 
information, the Bit Stream may be used. When enabled, the 
Bit Stream logs all values sent through each hardware port. 
All values read from and written to each port used by the 
hardware are logged. Note, when enabled, both streams may 
significantly slow down the application programming the 
motion control system. 

0300 Serial RS-232 Streams are used to send data from 
the driver to motion control hardware connected to the 
computer through the serial I/O port. Both property and 
debug settings only affect the selected Serial RS-232 Stream. 
The following discussion describes the available settings in 
each in detail. 

0301 All Serial RS-232 property settings must be set by 
the user for they let the stream know what I/O port and 
communication protocol to use when communicating with 
the hardware. The properties affecting Serial RS-232 
Streams are as described below. 
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0302) The Port is the serial port that the hardware is 
connected to. COM1-COM4 are valid ports that can be used. 
0303. The Baud Rate is the speed of data transmission 
supported by the hardware. 
0304. When Hardware is selected a more efficient, but 
less compatible, communication protocol is used to com 
municate to the hardware. If errors occur when this protocol 
is selected, use the XON/XOFF communication protocol. 
0305) When the XON/XOFF communication protocol is 
selected a simple and more compatible communication 
protocol is used. 
0306 Debug settings for the Serial RS-232 Stream are 
very similar to those supported by the PC Bus Stream. Serial 
RS-232 Streams only support command logging through the 
Cmd Stream and do not support bit logging. 
0307 The Text File Stream is used to build control-code 
programs for later use. Using this stream facilitates running 
the XMC software in code-generation-mode. No motion 
control actions take place when running in this mode. 
Instead, control-code programs may be built and stored to 
file. Later, after programs are built and saved, they may be 
downloaded to the motion control hardware and run. The 
following discussion describes the property and debug set 
tings for the Text File Stream. 
0308 The main property set, when configuring a Text 
File Stream, is the actual name and location of the file to use. 
Once set, the stream is ready for use. 
0309 The following properties may be configured for the 
Text File Stream: 

0310 Filename is the filename and location of the file 
used to store all control-codes generated by the driver 30 
selected. Pressing the Browse . . . button displays a dialog 
allowing you to graphically select the location and filename 
tO use. 

0311 No debug settings are available for the Text File 
Stream. 

IX. Language Driver 

0312 FIG. 58 contains a module interaction map depict 
ing a language driver 44 and illustrating how that language 
driver 44 interacts with the streams 28, the driver adminis 
trator 32, the motion control component 35, and the registry 
42. 

0313 As with the software drivers 30 described above, 
one language driver 44 is used for each of the motion control 
devices 20 of the group of supported motion control devices. 
The language drivers 44 perform the same basic function as 
the software drivers 30 described above with reference to 
FIGS. 1 and 12-21. To the software system 22, the language 
drivers 44 are accessed and respond in the same manner as 
the software drivers 30; the differences between the lan 
guage drivers 44 and the software drivers 30 are entirely 
internal. 

0314. The primary difference between these drivers 30 
and 44 is that the language drivers 44 use a database the key 
fields of which are an index field, a command format field, 
and a response format field. Each record or row in the 
database corresponds to a given Driver function. 
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0315. The purpose of the command and response format 
templates is to formalize and simplify the process of con 
structing command data strings and format data strings 
which contain commands and parameters to be transmitted 
to the motion control devices 20. The format templates 
define how, for a given SPI command, the software system 
22 communicates with a vendor specific hardware command 
language associated with a given motion control device 20 
associated with a given language driver 44. Accordingly, one 
database containing command format templates and 
response format templates will be created for each such 
language. 

0316 The command format field contains a command 
format template, and the response format field contains a 
response format template. Each of these templates com 
prises a sequence of data type identifiers, macro identifiers, 
Syntax characters, and/or ASCII characters. 
0317. The index field contains a value unique to each 
Driver function that facilitates the process of looking up the 
command and response format templates associated with a 
given Driver function. 
0318. The software system designer defines the data type 
identifiers, macro identifiers, and syntax characters dis 
cussed above. In general, the data type identifiers and syntax 
characters are common to both the command format tem 
plate and the response format template. 
0319. The macro identifiers will normally correspond to 
macros that are associated with either the command format 
templates or the response format templates. The ASCII 
characters are defined by the Driver function and the par 
ticular motion control device 20 with which a given lan 
guage driver 44 is associated. 
0320 An Excel spreadsheet may be used as an organi 
zational tool that facilitates creation of the database used by 
the language driver 44. An example of a Excel spreadsheet 
that may be used for this purpose is shown in FIG. 67. The 
spreadsheet shown in FIG. 67 is saved as a tab-delimited file 
and then copied into the SPI database shown in FIG. 59. 
0321) The spreadsheet shown in FIG. 67 is simply an 
organizational tool and will not be described herein in detail. 
But it should be noted that the exemplary spreadsheet shown 
in FIG. 67 sets forth a list of typical command and response 
data type identifiers, along with descriptions thereof, and 
lists of command and response macros. These will be 
supplemented by an additional STRUCT data type that 
allows the programmer to define a data type that combines 
the other primitive data types as necessary for a given 
template. 

0322 The language drivers thus operate generally as 
follows. As described above, the motion component 35 will 
call the driver function implemented by the language driver 
44 and, in many cases, will pass parameters necessary to 
carry out that function. The language driver 44 will use the 
index for that driver function to look up the command format 
template and the response format template associated with 
the appropriate driver function. 
0323. Using the command formattemplate, the language 
driver 44 will construct a command data String containing 
ASCII characters. The command data string carries the 
commands and parameters necessary to implement the given 
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driver function in a desired manner on the motion control 
device 20 associated with the language driver 44. 
0324 Similarly, the language driver 44 uses the response 
format template to parse a response data string sent by the 
particular motion control device 20 in response to the 
command data string. The response format template thus 
allows 15 the language driver 44 to pass from the motion 
control device 20 to the motion control component 35 any 
commands and/or parameters necessary to enable the con 
trolling application 26 to function as intended. 
0325 The following sets forth examples of the process of 
generating a command data string and parsing a response 
data string given a set of command and response format 
templates associated with a single SPI. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

0326. The first example illustrates how the language 
driver 44 might deal with the Driver function IXM 
C DrvExt Test::Move. 

0327 Cmd Format: D%d,+:(asndGO%b+:(a Isnd 
0328 Rsp Format: (acrlf>(arcv(acrlf>(arcv 
0329 Driver function Call: pXMCDrvExtTest-> 
Move(20.0, 30.0) 

0330. This function call directs the motion control device 
to move 20 units in the X direction and 30 units in the y 
direction. 

0331. The driver communicates with the stream as fol 
lows: 

0332 Step 1. Perform the operation in the command 
format template up to the first (a symbol. This builds a raw 
command string of “D20.0.30.0:” 
0333 Step 2. After the first (a symbol is the send com 
mand, which sends the string that was built in step 1. The 
language driver has now reached the G in the command 
format template. 

0334 Step 3. After the send command, the language 
driver reads a response from the stream to confirm that the 
command string was received and processed correctly. The 
response string received from the stream is as follows: 
\r\ne 

0335) Step 4. The language driver next uses the response 
format template to parse the raw response string to verify 
operation and extract data. The language driver then picks 
up at the G in the command format template and constructs 
the next raw command string of “GO11, leaving off at the 
last macro. 

0336 Step 5. The language driver, picking up at last 
macro in the command formattemplate, then sends the raw 
command string created in step 4 to the stream, completing 
the command format template. 
0337 Step 6. Again, after the send command the lan 
guage driver receives a response data string from the stream 
as follows: “\r\nd. 

0338 Step 7. The language driver next parses the 
response data string received in step 6. 
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EXAMPLE 2 

0339. The second example illustrates how the language 
driver 44 might deal with the Driver function IXM 
C DrvExt Test::SetVelocity. 
0340 Cmd Format: V%lf+:(asnd 
0341 Rsp Format: (acrlf>(arcv) 
0342 Driver function Call: pXMCDrvExtTest->SetVe 
locity(NOP, 22.0) 

0343 Explanation Set the velocity of the y axis to 22.0. 
0344 Raw Command String: “V.22.0:” 
0345 Raw Response String: “\rand” (expected) 

EXAMPLE 3 

0346) The third example illustrates how the language 
driver 44 might deal with the Driver function 
0347 IXMC DrvExt Test::GetVelocity. 
0348 Cmd Format: GV%b+:(asnd 
0349 Rsp Format: %d.+(a crlf>(a Drcv) 
0350 Driver function Call: pXMCDrvExtTest->GetVe 
locity(NOP, &dfY Vel) 

0351 Explanation Get the velocity set for the y axis. 
0352 Raw Command String: “GV01:” 
0353 Raw Response String: “.44.0\r\nd” (expected) 
0354 dify Vel=44.0 

EXAMPLE 4 

0355 The fourth example illustrates how the language 
driver 44 might deal with the Driver function IXM 
C DrvExt Test::Reset. 

0356) Cmd Format: RESET:(a snd MAO:MC0:LHO: (a) 
snd 

0357 Rsp Format: (a crlf*VENDOR NAME 
MODEL(a)(rcv)(a)(crlf>(a Drcv) 

0358 Driver function Call: pXMCDrvExtTest->Reset() 
0359 Explanation Reset the hardware. 
0360 Raw Command String1: “I RESET;” 
0361 Raw Response String1: “\r\nVENDOR NAME 
MODEL (expected) 

0362 Raw Command String2: “MAO:MC0:LH0:” 
0363 Raw Response String2: “\r\nd” (expected) 
0364 While the language driver 44 is of particular impor 
tance in the context of the software system 22 described 
above, this technology may have broader application to any 
hardware in which ASCII strings are employed to transmit 
commands to and receive responses from hardware. 
0365. The language driver 44 will now be described in 
more detail. The language driver 44 is used by both the 
driver administration 32 and the motion control component 
35. Its main purpose is to implement functionality that 
generates motion control commands for the specific hard 
ware Supported. 
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0366 For example, the AT6400 driver used to control the 
Compumotor AT6400 motion control hardware, generates 
AT6400 command codes. During the initialization phase of 
the system 22, the driver administrator 32 communicates 
with each language driver 44, allowing the user to add, 
remove, or change the configuration of the driver 44. When 
an application using the system 22 is run, the component 35 
communicates with the language driver 35 directing it to 
carry out the appropriate motion control operations. 

0367 Unlike the driver 30 described above, which com 
municates with motion control devices 20 by directly send 
ing binary codes, the language driver 44 sends ASCII text to 
the stream 28, which then sends the information on to the 
motion control device 20. 

0368. This section makes reference to a number of draw 
ings to describe the features implemented in the language 
driver 44: (a) the Module Interaction-Map in FIG. 58 that 
displays all binary modules that interact with the driver and 
how they interact with one another; (b) an Object Interac 
tion-Map (FIG. 59), which corresponds to the module 
interaction map expanded to display the internal C++ objects 
making up the language driver 44, and how these objects 
interact with one another; (c)a number of Scenario Maps 
(FIGS. 60-65) that display the interactions taking place 
between the C++ objects involved during a certain process; 
(d) an interface map that describes the interfaces exposed by 
the language driver component 44, all data structures used, 
and the definitions of each C++ class used; and (b) a table 
illustrating how a typical database employed by the lan 
guage driver 44 is constructed (FIG. 67). 

0369 The module interaction-map in FIG. 58 displays 
all binary modules and their interactions with the Language 
Driver 44. There are two modules that interact directly with 
the driver 44: the Motion Control Component 35, and the 
Driver Administrator 32. The driver administrator 32 queries 
and changes the drivers settings and the component 35 
directs the driver 44 to carry out motion control operations, 
Such as moving to a certain location in the system. 

0370 Mores specifically, the module interaction-map 
shown in FIG. 58 contains the following modules: 

0371) The Driver Administrator module 32 is used to 
install, uninstall, register, and setup each driver and stream 
module. 

0372 The Motion Component is the motion control com 
ponent 35 used by applications 26. The component 35 
communicates with the current driver 44 passed to it by the 
driver administrator 32 to carry out motion control opera 
tions requested by the application 26. 

0373 The Language Driver 44 generates the ASCII codes 
making up the hardware command language. A given lan 
guage driver 44 only communicates with a stream 28 that 
has been specifically connected to that driver 44. Once 
connected, the stream 28 is used to communicate with the 
destination object, such as the PC Bus, serial I/O connection, 
text file, or debug monitor. 

0374. The Streams 28 are the actual objects that operate 
as the data transport layer for each driver 44. Each stream 28 
has a different target that defines the type of the stream. 
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0375. The Registry 42 is the standard Windows registra 
tion database. 

0376) The object interaction-map in FIG. 59 breaks the 
module interaction-map shown in FIG. 58 down into more 
detail by including the interactions taking place between all 
C++ objects used to implement the driver 44. 
0377 Each object in the diagram is described as follows. 
0378 CDriverObject. This is the main C++ object that 
implements all OLE specific functionality including the 
function shells for all OLE interfaces exposed by the object. 
0379 CDrvCorelDisp This is the C++ object used to 
dispatch all core SPI OLE interface functions to their 
respective internal implementations. In addition to the meth 
ods inherited from the CLanglrvCorelDisp object, this 
object dispatches driver specific SPI, such as the core 
XMCSPI OLE interface methods. 

0380 CLang DrvCorelDisp—All language driver core 
functionality is dispatched through this object to its internal 
implementation. For example, the generic language driver 
implementation for initialization is dispatched through this 
object to its implementation residing in the LANG DRV 
basecode library. 
0381 CDrvExtDisp This is the C++ object used to 
dispatch all extended SPI OLE interface functions to their 
respective internal implementations. In addition to the meth 
ods inherited from the CLang DrvExtDisp object, this object 
dispatches driver specific SPI, such as the extended XMC 
SPI OLE interface methods. 

0382 CLang DrvExtDisp—All language driver extended 
functionality is dispatched through this object to its internal 
implementation. For example, all stream handling is dis 
patched through this object to its implementation residing in 
the LANG DRV basecode library. 
0383 CCommand Mgr. This object is used to build 
commands sent to the stream, and extracting responses 
received from the stream. The CCommand Mgr is the con 
trolling object that manages the CCommand, CResponse, 
and CCommandDatabase objects. 
0384 CCommand The CCommand object builds com 
mand strings that are then sent to the CSimpleStream. Each 
command built is a complete motion control command 
String. 
0385 CResponse This object converts raw response 
strings, returned by the CSimpleStream, and converts them 
into C++ data types. For example, a response string con 
taining position data may be converted into a set of double 
values. 

0386 CCommandDatabase This object stores the com 
plete database of commands making up the motion control 
command language. The database may be represented as an 
actual external database (such as a SQL database), a text file, 
or stored inside the driver as a custom resource. Currently, 
the language driver only Supports databases stored as a 
custom resource within the driver module. 

0387 CSPIInfo This object makes up one database 
entry stored within the CCommandDatabase object. 
0388 CStreamMgr. This object is responsible for man 
aging the set of streams registered with the driver. Streams, 
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may be added, removed, and enabled. Only enabled streams 
actually send data to their targets. For example, only an 
enabled PCBus stream will send data to the motion control 
card plugged into the PCBus. 
0389 CSimpleStream. This object is used to initialize, 
create, and communicate directly with the underlying stream 
component. 

0390 CDriverInfoMgr. This object is responsible for 
creating the CDriverInfo object. 
0391 CDriverInfo This object contains the complete 
set of state data making up the Language driver 44. All 
driver settings and a list of all XMC Streams used are stored 
within this object. Basic queries are routed directly to this 
object. More complex operations are handled by one of the 
various manager objects, who connect to this object, per 
form the operation, and then disconnect from it. 
0392 CRegistry Mgr. This object is used to save and 
load the information, stored within the CDriverInfo object, 
to and from the registration database. In specific, contains 
the code called when the ICOM PersistRegDB interface is 
invoked. 

0393 CRegistry. This object performs all registration 
database operations such as creating keys, saving values, 
and querying values. 
0394 All main scenarios, or operations, that occur on the 
Language Driver 44 will now be described with reference to 
FIGS. 60-66. Each scenario-map contained in these figures 
displays all objects involved and the interactions that take 
place between them in the sequence that they occur. 
0395. There are two types of operations that occur on the 
Language driver 44. First, the Driver administrator 32 may 
initiate operations, such as adding streams or configuring the 
driver. And second, the Motion control component 35 may 
initiate operations on the driver when an application is 
actually running. 

0396 Referring now to FIGS. 60-64, all operations made 
on the driver 44 by the driver administrator 32 will be 
described. Each figure is discussed in the order that it may 
occur when using the driver 44. 
0397 Before a driver may be used by the XMC Motion 
Component, it must be registered in the OLE system. As 
shown in FIG. 60, in order to register a driver the driver 
administrator, first verifies that the module being registered 
is actually an appropriate language driver, then it calls the 
DLLRegisterServer exported function to register the driver. 
Each module of the system 22 exports a function called 
DLLGetModuleType. This function is used to verify that the 
module is an appropriate driver component. 

0398 Next, the driver administrator can load the com 
ponent using the OLE CoCreateInstance function. During 
the initialization process, the driver loads all registration 
data and initializes the CDriverInfo and all C++ manager 
objects. 

0399. The following describes in detail each of the steps 
set forth in FIG. 60. 

04.00) 1. During initialization, the driver administrator 
must load the DLL, containing the stream component, Verify 
that the module is an XMC Driver. To do so, the driver 
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administrator calls the DLLGetModuleType function, 
exported by the driver. If the function returns a value that 
contains the value XMC DRIVER MT in the high byte, 
then the driver administrator proceeds and registers the 
driver by calling its exported function, DLLRegisterServer. 
When called, the implementation of the DLLRegisterServer 
writes all OLE 2.0 registration information, needed to reg 
ister the OLE component, to the Windows registration 
database. 

04.01 2. Next, the driver administrator must query the 
driver module for its CLSID. Calling the driver's exported 
function, DLLGetCLSID, returns the CLSID. Once it has 
the CLSID, the driver administrator may create an instance 
of the driver by calling the standard OLE function CoCre 
atenstance. 

0402. 3. CoCreateInstance automatically initializes the 
component by calling the ICOM Base::Initialize method 
implemented by the CDriverObject. 

0403. 4. The implementation of ICOM Base:Initialize 
directs both the CDrvCorelDisp to initialize itself. 

04.04 5. Within its initialization, the CDrvCorelDisp 
object initializes each of its manager objects, starting with 
the CCommandMgr. 

04.05 6. During its initialization, the CCommandMgr 
directs the CCommandDatabase to load itself. 

0406 7. To load the database, the CCommandDatabase 
object reads in the database and builds the CSPIInfo list of 
database elements. 

04.07 8. After initializing the CCommand Mgr., the CDrv 
CorelDisp object directs the CDriverInfoMgr object to create 
the CDriverInfo object, that will later store the internal state 
of the Language driver 44 component. 

0408) 9. The CDriverInfoMgr object creates the CDriv 
erInfo object and passes it back to the dispatch object. The 
pointer to this object is later Stored in the components state 
handle, when the CDriverObject calls 
ICOM Base2::SetStateHandle. 

04.09 10. Next, the CDrvCorelDisp object initializes the 
CStreamMgr. that is used to perform all stream operations. 

0410) 11. Next, the CDrvCorelDisp object initializes the 
CRegistry Mgr. that is used to perform all registration data 
base operations. 

0411) 12. Finally, the CDriverObject initializes the 
CDrvExtDisp object. 

0412. It should be noted that all initialization is initiated 
through the COM Auto-Init mechanism. Auto-init occurs 
when creating an object. When calling either CoCreateIn 
stance, or calling the IClassFactory:CreateInstance method, 
the internal COM implementation calls the ICOM 
Base::Initialize method. This method triggers the complete 

initialization process described in this section. 

0413. After initializing the driver, the driver administra 
tor may perform operations on it. For example, the driver 
administrator may request the driver to add or remove a 
stream. FIG. 61 displays the sequence of events occurring 
when the driver is requested to add a new stream. 
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0414. When adding a stream, the following steps occur: 
0415 1. The driver administrator directs the driver to add 
a new stream and passes the filename and CLSID of the 
stream, to be added, to the driver. 

0416 2. The driver then passes the filename and CLSID 
to the CDriverObject object and directs it to add the stream 
by calling its CLNGStreamMgmt::AddStream embedded 
C++ class method. 

0417 3. The embedded C++ object, that implements the 
OLE interface, directs the CDrvExtDisp object to add the 
stream, passing it a handle of the component state data. 
0418 4. The CDrvExtDisp object first typecasts the com 
ponent state data into a pointer to the CDriverInfo object. 
0419) 5. Next, the CStreamMgr. is connected to the 
CDriverInfo object pointer, and directed to add a new 
Stream. 

0420 6. In order to add the new stream, the CStreamMgr. 
uses a CSimpleStream to load and create the stream com 
ponent. 

0421 7. The CSimpleStream object first sets function 
pointers to the DIIGetCLSID, DIIGetModuleType and 
DIIRegisterServer functions exported by the component. 
Before loading the module, the CSimpleStream, first makes 
sure that the module is actually an XMC Stream by com 
paring its module type with the XMC STREAM MT mod 
ule type. If it is, the component is registered in the regis 
tration database as a n OLE component. 
0422 8. Using the DIGetCLSID queried in the previous 
step, the CSimpleStream gets the components CLSID and 
calls CoCreatenstance to load an instance of the OLE 
object. 

0423 9. After the CSimpleStream completes, the 
CStreamMgr adds the stream to the CDriverInfo's stream 
array. 

0424. Another operation requested from the driver, after 
initialization, is that of querying it for its current settings. 
Before displaying information about the driver, like the 
name of the hardware it supports, the driver administrator 
must query the driver for the information. FIG. 62 displays 
an exemplary process of querying the driver for its driver 
Settings. 

0425. When querying the driver for information, the 
following steps are performed. 

0426 1. The driver administrator, calls the interface 
method used to query the drivers information and passes the 
call a pointer to the XMC DRIVER INFO structure. 
0427 2. The call is handled by the implementation of the 
OLE interface method, implemented by on of the CDriver 
Object’s embedded C++ classes. 
0428 3. The embedded C++ object, used to handle the 
interface, directs either the CDrvCorelDisp or CDrvExtDisp 
object to carry out the operation, and passes the object th 
handle to the component state data. 
0429 4. The dispatch object type casts the state handle to 
a CDriverInfo object pointer. Once converted, the CDriver 
Info object is queried for the appropriate data. 
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0430 Upon request, the driver may either save or load its 
entire configuration to or from the registration database. This 
operation is used by the XMC Driver Administration com 
ponent who stores all XMC configuration data in the regis 
tration database. FIG. 63 displays the sequence of events 
that take place when the XMC Driver Administration com 
ponent directs the driver to load its information from the 
registry. 
0431. During the registration process, the following steps 
OCCU. 

0432 1. First, using the ICOM PersistRegDBOLE inter 
face, exposed by the driver, the driver administrator directs 
the component to load its configuration data. 
0433 2. The CDriverObject’s embedded object, used to 
handle all ICOM PersistRegDB calls, is invoked and per 
forms the operation. 
0434 3. Once invoked, the embedded object directs the 
CDrvCorelDisp object to perform the load, and passes it a 
handle to the components state data. 
0435 4. The CDrvCorelDisp object, first typecasts the 
state handle to a CDriverInfo object pointer. 
0436 5. Next, the CRegistry Mgr is connected to the 
CDriverInfo pointer, and directed to load its contents to or 
from the registration database. 
0437 6. The CRegistry Mgr loads all general driver infor 
mation and fills out the drivers XMC DRIVER INFO data 
structure, stored in the CDriverInfo object. 
0438 7. If the driver has any streams information stored, 
the CRegistryMgr loads the stream information and fills out 
an XMC STREAM INFO structure. The structure is then 
used to create a new CSimpleStream object. 
0439 8. When creating the stream, the CSimpleStream 
object first queries and calls the DIIGetModuleType 
exported function and verifies that the module is in fact a 
stream component. If the module is, the CSimpleStream 
then queries and calls the DLLRegisterServer function 
exported by the component to register the component. 
0440 9. After registering the component, the CSim 
pleStream object queries and calls the DIIGetCLSID 
exported function to get the components CLSID. Using the 
CLSID, CoCreatenstance is called to create an instance of 
the OLE object. 
0441 10. Once the CSimpleStream completes, the CReg 
istry Mgr connects a temporary instance of the CStreamMgr 
to the CDriverInfo object pointer, and directs it to add the 
new Stream. 

0442) 11. The CStreamMgr directly manipulates the 
CDriverInfo's stream array to add the new stream. When 
added, a new instance of the CSimpleStream object is 
created and attached to the CSimpleStream passed to the 
CStreamMgr. 

0443) 12. When attaching itself to the stream, the new 
CSimpleStream queries the IXMC Streaminit interface, 
passed to it, for all interfaces used it bump up the reference 
counts for the component. 
0444. After the driver administrator is done using the 
driver, it must release the driver by calling its exposed 
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Release method. Calling this method, directs the driver to 
release all resources used. FIG. 64 displays the process of 
releasing the driver component. 
0445. During the clean-up process, the following steps 
OCCU. 

0446 1. First, either the XMC Driver Administrator, or 
the XMC Motion Component call the final IUnknown::Re 
lease. 

0447 2. When invoked, the IUnknown::Release method 
implemented by the CDriverObject is called. After calling 
this method causes the internal OLE reference count to go to 
Zero, driver calls its implementation of ICOM Base:Unini 
tialize to clean up all resources used. 
0448) 3. First, ICOM Base:Uninitialize directs the 
CDrvExtDisp to clean up any resources that it was using. 
0449 4. Next, ICOM Base:Uninitialize directs the 
CDrvCorelDisp object to clean up any resources that it was 
using. 
0450) 5. Since the CDrvCorelDisp object contains 
instances of all manager objects, it begins cleaning them up 
by first directing the CCommand Mgr to destroy any 
resources that it was using. Internally, the CoommandMgr 
destroys the CCommandDatabase and all of its contents. 
0451) 6. Next, the CDrvCorelDisp object implicitly 
destroys all other manager objects by calling their destruc 
tOrS. 

0452 7. And as a final step, the ICOM Base::Uninitialize 
method deletes the state handle containing a pointer to the 
CDriverInfo object. When destroyed, the CDriverInfo object 
deletes each CSimpleStream object, which in turn release 
their instance of the XMC Stream component. Upon releas 
ing the final instance of the XMC Stream component, the 
component dII is freed from memory. 
0453. After a driver is successfully installed into the 
XMC system and configured using the driver administrator, 
it is ready for use by the XMC Motion Control Component. 
The component uses the driver when performing motion 
control operations requested from the application using the 
component. FIG. 65 describes the component directed 
operations that can take place on the driver. 
0454 Before operating, the XMC Motion Component 
must query the Driver administrator 32 component for its 
driver enumeration. The enumeration returned is used to 
access all enabled drivers that are directed to perform XMC 
SPI operations by the XMC Motion Component. 
0455 Once the driver enumeration is acquired, the 
Motion control component 35 can direct the enabled driver, 
or drivers, to carry out certain command operations. Com 
mand operations are standard motion control operations 
Such as moving to a specific location in the system, or 
querying the system for the current position. FIG. 65 
describes the process of commanding the driver to carry out 
a certain operation. 
0456. When commanding the driver to perform a certain 
operation, the following steps occur. 

0457 1. First, the motion component directs the driver to 
perform the operation, such as moving to a position or 
querying the system for the current position. 
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0458 2. The XMCSPI invocation is handled by the 
CDriverObject who implements all OLE interfaces exposed 
by the component. 
0459) 3. The CDriverObject directs either the CDrvCore 
Disp, or CDrvExtDisp object to perform the operation, 
depending on whether the operation is a core or extended 
XMCSPI. The component state handle is passed to the 
dispatch object when called. 
0460 4. The dispatch object then typecasts the state 
handle into a CDriverInfo object pointer. 
0461 5. Next, the dispatch object connects the CCom 
mandMgr to the CDriverInfo object pointer and directs it to 
carry out the operation corresponding to the database index 
sent. The database index corresponds to the XMCSPI called 
and is used to locate the language database entry for that SPI 
call. 

0462 6. The CCommand Mgr searches the CCommand 
Database for the index and builds a CCommand object 
corresponding to the XMCSPI operation. 

0463 7. Next, the CCommand Mgr directly accesses the 
CDriverInfo and passes the command string, built by the 
CCommand object, to all enabled streams. 
0464 8. Each enabled stream sends the ASCII text to its 
target. For example, the PCBus steam sends its data to the 
motion control card located on the PCBus. The text file 
stream, on the other hand, sends its data to its associated text 
file. 

0465 9. If directed, the CCommand Mgr then queries the 
first readable stream for the results of the commands sent to 
it. 

0466 10. The CSimpleStream reads the raw response 
from the target and returns it to the CCommandMgr. 
0467 11. Once receiving the raw response, the CCom 
mand Mgr uses the CResponse object to parse the raw 
response based on the response format corresponding to the 
XMCSPI database entry. All response parameters are 
returned back up the calling chain, and eventually end up in 
the hands of the original caller, the XMC Motion Compo 
nent. 

0468. The clean-up initiated by the XMC Motion Com 
ponent by releasing the XMC Driver component is the same 
as that which occurs when the Driver administrator 32 object 
releases the component. 
0469 The following discussion describes the actual OLE 
Interfaces exposed, the definitions of the data structures used 
when passing data around, and the definitions of each class 
used internally by the driver. 
0470 The following diagram describes all interfaces 
exposed by the driver specific to driver-component inter 
pretability. FIG. 66 graphically displays the interfaces 
exposed by the component. 

0471 Other than the two standard interfaces exposed, 
such as IUnknown and IClassFactory, there are three cat 
egories of interfaces exposed by the component. The three 
categories are as follows. 
0472 COM: All interface names with the COM prefix, 
implement general COM functionality. For example, the 
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ICOM Base, ICOM-Base2, ICOM Persist2, and ICOM P 
ersistReg|DB interfaces all fall into this category. 

0473 LNG: All interface names with the LNG prefix, 
implement general language driver functionality. For 
example, the ILNG DrvOore Init, and the ILNG DrvExt 
StreamMgmt interfaces fall into this category. 

0474 XMC: All interfaces name with the XMC prefix, 
implement XMCSPI (driver) functionality. 

0475. The following sections describe the interfaces fall 
ing into both the COM and LNG categories. All other 
interfaces are XMCSPI specific and are used for the sole 
purpose of performing motion control operations. 

0476. The following exposed methods in the ICOM 
Base interface are used when intializing and uninitializing 

the component. Each of these methods call the hidden 
initialize and uninitialize interface methods implemented by 
all of the components interfaces. 

0477 DECLARE INTERFACE (ICOM Base, IUn 
known) 

STDMETHOD ( Initialize )(THIS LPVOID pInitInfo) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Uninitialize )(THIS) PURE; 

0478. The ICOM Base2 interface inherits from the 
ICOM Base interface and adds several methods used to 
manage the internal component state handle. In addition, a 
method allows the user to translate any HRESULT returned 
by the component into a human readable text string. The 
following is a description of the ICOM Base2 interface. 

0479. DECLARE INTERFACE (ICOM Base2, ICOM 
Base) 

{ 
STDMETHOD (SetStateData )(THIS COM STATEHANDLE 
hState ) 

PURE; 
STDMETHOD (GetStateData )(THIS LPCOM STATEHANDLE 

phState) PURE; 
STDMETHOD ( GetErrorString )(THIS HRESULT hr, 
LPSTR pszErr, DWORD 

dwMax ) PURE; 

0480. The ICOM Persist2 interface inherits from the 
IPersist standard OLE interface and adds several methods 
used to query the CLSID and module type. The following is 
a description of the ICOM Persist2 interface. 

0481 DECLARE INTERFACE (ICOM Persist2, IPer 
sist) 

{ 
STDMETHOD (GetID )(THIS LPDWORD pdwID ) 
PURE; 
STDMETHOD ( GetModuleType )(THIS LPDWORD 
pdwMT) PURE; 
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0482. The ICOM PersistRegDB interface implements 
similar functionality to that provided by the IPersistFile 
standard OLE interface. Instead of saving and loading data 
to and from a file, the ICOM PersistRegDB operates on the 
registration database. The following is a description of the 
ICOM PersistRegDB interface. 

0483 DECLARE INTERFACE (ICOM Persis 
tRegDB, IUnknown) 

{ 
STDMETHOD ( IsDirty )(THIS) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Load (THIS HKEY hKey) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Save )(THIS HKEY hKey) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Clear )(THIS HKEY hKey) PURE; 

}: 

0484 The ILNG DrvOore Init interface is used to ini 
tialize the language driver component. The following is a 
description of the ILNG DrvOore nit interface. 

0485 DECLARE INTERFACE (ILNG DrvCore Init, 
IUnknown) 

{ 
STDMETHOD (Create)(THIS LPLNG DRIVER INFO plDI) 
PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Destroy)(THIS) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Setup)(THIS LPLNG DRIVER INFO plDI) 
PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Stat) (THIS LPLNG DRIVER INFO plDI) 
PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Register)( THIS) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (UnRegister)( THIS) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (IsRegistered)(THIS LPBOOL 
pbRegistered ) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Enable).(THIS BOOL fEnable) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (IsBnabled)(THIS LPBOOL 
pbEnabled ) PURE; 

0486) The ILNG DrvExt StreamMgmt interface is used 
to perform all stream operations. The following is a descrip 
tion of the LNG DrvExt StreamMgmt interface. 

0487 DECLARE INTERFACE (ILNG DrvExt 
StreamMgmt, IUnknown) 

STDMETHOD (GetStreamEnumeration)( THIS 
LPENUMUNKNOWN FAR 

*ppEnumStream ) 
PURE; 
STDMETHOD (GetStreamCount)( THIS LPDWORD 
pdwCount) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (GetStreamInit) (THIS XMC STREAMID 
idStream, 
LPXMCSTREAMINIT FAR*ppStream.Init) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (GetStreamInitAt)(THIS DWORD dwildx, 
LPXMCSTREAMINIT FAR*ppStream.Init) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (AddStream)(THIS LPXMCSTREAMINIT 
pStreamInit) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (RemoveStream)(THIS LPXMCSTREAMINIT 
pStreamInit, 
BOOL bDestroy ) PURE; 
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-continued 

STDMETHOD (RemoveStream) ( THIS XMC STREAMID 
idStream, BOOL 

bDestroy ) 
PURE; 
STDMETHOD (Remove AllStreams)(THIS BOOL 
bDestroy ) PURE; 
STDMETHOD (EnabledStreamsOnly)(THIS BOOL 
bEnabledOnly, 
LPBOOL pbOldEnabledOnly ) PURE; 

0488 The following are the functions exported by the 
driver DLL. 

0489. XMC DRIVER MODULETYPE DLLGetModu 
leType(void); 

0490) 

0491 

0492 
0493 The following discusion defines all structures, enu 
merations, and defines used by the driver. 

LPCLSID DLLGetCLSID(void); 
BOOL DLLRegisterServer(void); 

BOOL DLLUnRegisterServer(void); 

0494. The XMC DRIVER MODULETYPE enumera 
tion defines the type of drivers available. Each driver must 
return its type when the user calls the exported DLLGet 
ModuleType function. 

0495) enum XMC DRIVER MODULETYPE 

{ 
XMC DRIVER MT = 0x4000, 
XMC DRIVER MT AT6400 = 0x4001, 
XMC DRIVER MT DMC1000 = 0x4002, 
XMC DRIVER MT. DT2000 = 0x4003, 
XMC DRIVER MT CUSTOM = 0x4004 

}: 

0496 The XMC DRVCORE CMD enumeration defines 
an identifier for every command known to the XMC Driver. 
For example, every core Driver function has a corresponding 
XMC DRVCORE CMD identifier. This index is used to 
look up the string block for the command. The definition of 
the enumeration is as follows. 

0497 enum XMC DRVCORE CMD 

XMC DCC MOTION MOVEABS, 
XMC DCC MOTION KILL, 

0498. The XMC DRVEXT CMD enumeration defines 
an identifier for every extended command known to the 
XMC Driver. Even though the identifiers exist, the driver 
may or may not implement the set of commands. For 
example, every extended Driver function has a correspond 
ing XMC DRVEXT CMD identifier. This index is used to 
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look up the string block for the command (if the driver 
implements the command). The definition of the enumera 
tion is as follows. 

0499 enum XMC DRVEXT CMD 

{ 
XMC DCE MOTION MOVEREL, 

}: 

0500) The LNG PARAM DATATYPE enumeration 
defines all types of data blocks that may be parsed from 
response Strings returned by stream targets. 

0501) typedef enum LNG PARAM DATATYPE 

LNG ADT NOP, 
LNG ADT NOTYPE, 
LNG ADT NUMBER, 
LNG ADT STAT STRING, 
LNG ADT MEM STRING 

LNG PARAM DATATYPE; 

0502. The LNG PARAM DATA structure stores all 
types of data that describe a parameter either built into a 
command, or parsed from a response. 
0503) struct LNG PARAM DATA 

{ 
ff---- Constructor & Destructor ---- 
LNG PARAM DATA(void ): 
-LNG PARAM DATA(void ): 
ff---- Data ---- 
LNG PARAM DATATYPE adt: 
union 
{ 

double dif: 
LPTSTR psz: 

}: 
}: 

0504) The LNG DRIVER INFO structure is used when 
setting up and querying the state of the driver. 
0505) typedef struct LNG DRIVER INFO 

{ 
DWORD In Int; 
LNG DRIVERID m ID: 
TCHAR m SzName 

LNG DRIVER NAME LEN+1 : 
TCHAR m SZDescription 

LNG DRIVER DESC LEN+1 : 
TCHAR m SzHWVendor 

LNG DRIVER NAME LEN+1 : 
LNG DRIVER INFO: 

0506 Each XMC Driver is responsible for managing all 
streams used. In order to manage each stream over time in 
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a persistent manner each driver and stream module imple 
ment the persistent functionality exposed through the 
ICOM PersistRegDB interface. When the driver's imple 
mentation of ICOM PersistReg|DB::Save is called, the data 
is saved to the registry in the following order. 

XMCDriverAdminObject. 100 
---- Drivers 

---- dwCount = <ii of drivers> 
---- XMCDrv O 

---- CLSID = {clsid} 
|---- dwFlags = <driver flags 
---- dwID = <driver IDs 
---- dwModuleType = XMC DRIVER MT XXX 
---- SZDescription = <user desc of the drivers 
---- Streams 

---- Count = <# of streams> 
---- XMCStrm 0) 

---- CLSID = {clsid} 
---- dwID = <strm ide 
---- dwModuleType = XMC STREAM MT XXX 
|---- <stream specific values> 

---- XMCStrm <n> 

---- XMCDrv <ns 

0507. It should be clear from the foregoing that the 
present invention may be embodied in other specific forms 
without departing from the essential characteristics thereof. 
The present embodiments are therefore to be considered in 
all respects as illustrative and not restrictive, the scope of the 
invention being indicated by the appended claims rather than 
by the foregoing description; all changes which come within 
the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are 
therefore intended to be embraced therein. 

We claim: 
1. A system for moving an object, comprising: 

a motion control device; 

an application program that identifies a predetermined set 
of data items associated with the motion control device; 

a computer processor in communication with the motion 
control device and the application program to operate 
the motion control device by sending control com 
mands to the motion control device; and 

a data exchange system for updating the application 
program when any of the data items in the predeter 
mined set of data items changes. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the computer processor 
comprises a processor on a server accessible over a network. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the data exchange 
system updates the application program over a network. 

4. A method of moving an object in a desired manner 
using a motion control device from a group of Supported 
motion control devices, comprising the steps of 

providing an application program that identifies a prede 
termined set of data items associated with the motion 
control device; 
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selecting a software driver from a plurality of software 
drivers, each of the plurality of software drivers com 
prising driver code to control one or more motion 
control devices; 

generating a control command based on the application 
program and the driver code of the selected software 
driver; 

operating the selected motion control device in accor 
dance with the control command to move the object; 
and 

updating the application program when any of the data 
items in the predetermined set of data items changes. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the step of generating 
a control command is further based on a set of driver 
functions, each driver function defining one or more incre 
mental motion steps that may be performed by the motion 
control device. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the application pro 
gram comprises a sequence of component functions, and at 
least some of the component functions are associated with 
driver functions. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the set of driver 
functions comprises a Subset of first driver functions and a 
subset of second driver functions, and wherein each first 
driver function identifies an incremental motion step that 
may be performed by a motion control device and each 
second driver function identifies a plurality of incremental 
motion steps that may be performed by a motion control 
device. 

8. The method of claim 4, wherein the application is 
updated by sending data over a network. 

9. A system for moving an object, comprising: 

a motion control device; 
a memory storage device containing: 

an application program that identifies a predetermined 
set of data items associated with the motion control 
device; 

a software driver selected from a plurality of software 
drivers, each of the plurality of software drivers 
comprising driver code to control one or more 
motion control devices; and 

one or more control commands based on the driver 
code of the selected software driver; 

a computer processor in communication with the motion 
control device and the memory storage device to oper 
ate the motion control device by sending the control 
commands to the motion control device; and 
data exchange system for updating the application 
program when any of the data items in the predeter 
mined set of data items changes. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the control commands 
are based on a set of driver functions, each driver function 
defining one or more incremental motion steps that may be 
performed by the motion control device. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the set of driver 
functions comprises a Subset of first driver functions and a 
subset of second driver functions, and wherein each first 
driver function identifies an incremental motion step that 
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may be performed by a motion control device and each 
second driver function identifies a plurality of incremental 
motion steps. 

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the application 
program comprises a sequence of component functions, and 
wherein at least Some of the component functions are 
associated with driver functions. 

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the computer proces 
Sor comprises a processor on a server accessible over a 
network. 

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the data exchange 
system updates the application program over the network. 

15. A method for generating a sequence of control com 
mands for controlling a motion control device to perform a 
series of motion steps, the method comprising the steps of 

providing an application program comprising a series of 
component functions, where the application program 
identifies a predetermined set of data items associated 
with the motion control device; 

selecting the motion control device from a group of 
Supported motion control devices; 

selecting a software driver associated with the motion 
control device from a set of software drivers; 

generating the sequence of control commands based on 
the component functions of the application program 
and the software driver; and 

updating the application program when any of the data 
items in the predetermined set of data items changes. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein each software driver 
from the set of software drivers comprises driver code for 
implementing motion control operations associated with at 
least Some driver functions, and the step of generating the 
sequence of control commands is further based on the driver 
code. 

17. The method of claim 14, wherein: 
each motion control operation comprises either a primi 

tive operation the implementation of which is required 
to control the object and cannot be simulated using any 
other motion control operations or a non-primitive 
operation that does not meet the definition of a primi 
tive operation, and 

the driver functions comprise a core set of core driver 
functions in which each core driver function is associ 
ated with one of the primitive operations and an 
extended driver functions in which each extended 
driver function is associated with one of the non 
primitive operations. 

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the component 
functions are selected from a set of component functions, 
component code associates at least Some of the component 
functions with at least some of the driver functions, and the 
step of generating the sequence of control commands is 
further based on the component code. 

19. The method of claim 15, wherein the application is 
updated by sending data over a network. 

20. A system for controlling at least one selected motion 
control device selected from a group of Supported motion 
control devices, comprising: 

an application program comprising a series of component 
function calls, where the application program defines 
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steps for operating motion control devices in a desired 
manner and identifies a predetermined set of data items 
associated with motion control devices; 

a set of software drivers, where each software driver is 
associated with one motion control device in the group 
of Supported motion control devices and a selected 
software driver is associated with at least one selected 
motion control device; 

a selection component for identifying at least one selected 
software driver from the set of software drivers, where 
the at least one selected software driver is associated 
with the at least one selected motion control device; 

a motion control component for communicating with the 
at least one selected motion control device based on the 
at least one selected Software driver and the component 
functions called by the application program such that 
the at least one motion control device moves in a 
desired manner; and 

a data exchange system for updating the application 
program when any of the data items in the predeter 
mined set of data items changes. 

21. A system as recited in claim 20, in which the selection 
component comprises a user interface that allows a user to 
identify the at least one selected software driver. 

22. A system as recited in claim 21, in which the selection 
component comprises a selection interface that allows the at 
least one selected software driver to be identified program 
matically. 

23. A system as recited in claim 20, in which the motion 
control component sends data to and receives data from the 
at least one selected motion control device. 

24. A system as recited in claim 20, in which the motion 
control component controls, monitors, and configures the at 
least one selected motion control device. 

25. A system as recited in claim 20, in which each of the 
software drivers in the set of software drivers conforms to a 
common driver interface. 

26. A system as recited in claim 25, in which the common 
driver interface comprises a set of component functions that 
are exposed to the motion control component by each of the 
software drivers. 

27. A system as recited in claim 25, in which the motion 
control component communicates with the at least one 
motion control device through the common driver interface 
of the software driver associated with the at least one motion 
control device. 

28. A system as recited in claim 25, in which the appli 
cation program communicates with the motion control com 
ponent. 

29. A system for communicating with a motion control 
device, comprising: 

an application program comprising a series of function 
calls, wherein the application program 

is configured to operate the motion control device in a 
desired manner, and 

identifies a predetermined set of data items associated 
with the motion control device; 

a software driver associated with the motion control 
device; 
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motion Software for communicating with the motion 
control device based on the software driver and the 
functions called by the application program such that 
the motion control device moves in the desired manner; 
and 

a data exchange system for updating the application 
program when any of the data items in the predeter 
mined set of data items changes. 

30. The system of claim 29, wherein the application 
program communicates with the motion Software. 

31. The system of claim 29, comprising a plurality of 
software drivers associated with the motion control device, 
wherein at least one software driver is associated with the 
motion control device. 

32. The system of claim 31, wherein each of the plurality 
of software drivers conforms to a common driver interface. 

33. The system of claim 32, wherein the common driver 
interface comprises a set of functions that are exposed to the 
motion Software. 

34. The system of claim 32, wherein the motion software 
communicates with the motion control device through the 
common driver interface of the at least one software driver 
associated with the motion control device. 

35. The system of claim 31, comprising a selector for 
identifying the at least one software driver associated with 
the motion control device from the plurality of software 
drivers. 

36. The system of claim 35, wherein the selector com 
prises a user interface that allows a user to identify the at 
least one software driver associated with the motion control 
device. 

37. The system of claim 35, wherein the selector com 
prises a selection interface that allows the at least one 
software driver associated with the motion control device to 
be identified programmatically. 

38. The system of claim 29, wherein the motion software 
sends data to the at least one selected motion control device. 

39. The system of claim 29, wherein the motion software 
receives data from the at least one selected motion control 
device. 

40. The system of claim 29, wherein the motion software 
controls the at least one selected motion control device. 

41. The system of claim 29, wherein the motion software 
monitors the at least one selected motion control device. 

42. The system of claim 29, wherein the motion software 
configures the at least one selected motion control device. 

43. A system for controlling at least one selected motion 
control device selected from a group of Supported motion 
control devices, comprising: 

an application program comprising a series of function 
calls, wherein the application program 

is configured to operate the motion control device in a 
desired manner, and 

identifies a predetermined set of data items associated 
with the motion control device; 

a set of software drivers, where each software driver is 
associated with one motion control device in the group 
of Supported motion control devices and a selected 
software driver is associated with at least one selected 
motion control device; 
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a software system for identifying at least one selected 
software driver from the set of software drivers and 
calling a series of component function calls to control 
the at least one selected motion control device associ 
ated with the at least one selected software driver based 
on the at least one selected software driver such that the 
at least one motion control device moves in a desired 
manner, and 

a data exchange system for updating the application 
program when any of the data items in the predeter 
mined set of data items changes. 

44. A system as recited in claim 43, in which the software 
system comprises a user interface that allows a user to 
identify the at least one selected software driver. 

45. A system as recited in claim 43, in which the software 
system comprises a selection interface that allows the at 
least one selected software driver to be identified program 
matically. 

46. A system as recited in claim 43, in which the software 
system sends data to and receives data from the at least one 
selected motion control device. 

47. A system as recited in claim 43, in which the motion 
control component controls, monitors, and configures the at 
least one selected motion control device. 

48. A system as recited in claim 43, in which each of the 
software drivers in the set of software drivers conforms to a 
common driver interface. 

49. A system as recited in claim 48, in which the common 
driver interface comprises a set of component functions that 
are exposed to the software system by each of the software 
drivers. 

50. A system as recited in claim 48, in which the software 
system communicates with the at least one motion control 
device through the common driver interface of the software 
driver associated with the at least one motion control device. 

51. A system for controlling at least one selected motion 
control device selected from a group of Supported motion 
control devices, comprising: 

an application program comprising a series of component 
function calls, 
where 

the application program defines steps for operating 
motion control devices in a desired manner, and 

identifies a predetermined set of data items associated 
with the motion control device; 
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a set of software drivers, where each software driver is 
associated with one motion control device in the group 
of Supported motion control devices and a selected 
software driver is associated with at least one selected 
motion control device; 

a Software system for identifying at least one selected 
software driver from the set of software drivers and 
controlling at least one selected motion control device 
associated with the at least one selected software driver 
based on the at least one selected software driver and 
the component functions called by the application 
program; and 

a data exchange system for updating the application 
program when any of the data items in the predeter 
mined set of data items changes. 

52. A system as recited in claim 51, in which the software 
system comprises a user interface that allows a user to 
identify the at least one selected software driver. 

53. A system as recited in claim 51, in which the software 
system comprises a selection interface that allows the at 
least one selected software driver to be identified program 
matically. 

54. A system as recited in claim 51, in which the software 
system sends data to and receives data from the at least one 
selected motion control device. 

55. A system as recited in claim 51, in which the motion 
control component controls, monitors, and configures the at 
least one selected motion control device. 

56. A system as recited in claim 51, in which each of the 
software drivers in the set of software drivers conforms to a 
common driver interface. 

57. A system as recited in claim 51, in which the common 
driver interface comprises a set of component functions that 
are exposed to the software system by each of the software 
drivers. 

58. A system as recited in claim 51, in which the software 
system communicates with the at least one motion control 
device through the common driver interface of the software 
driver associated with the at least one motion control device. 

59. A system as recited in claim 51, in which the appli 
cation program communicates with the at least one motion 
control device through the common driver interface of the 
software driver associated with the at least one motion 
control device. 


